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ABSTRACT 

The time interval distribution technique was used to measure 

subcriticality in neutron multiplying systems. A data system was 

developed using a computer interface board and a PC-type microcomputer 

for collecting and recording the time intervals between consecutive 

neutron pulses. The effects of detector position and source strength in 

regions of low reactivity were examined. Measurements of the prompt 

neutron decay constant in a natural uranium subcritical assembly showed 

a strong dependence on detector position which was assumed to be due to 

the difference in the length of detected neutron chains from the average 

chain length. Measurements performed at a variety of count rates using 

separate sources of Pu-Be, Cf-252, and spontaneous fission of U-238, 

produced consistent results. Very low reactivities (p/B = -30 dollars) 

have been determined using the time interval method with a few hours of 

data collection time. A very small subcritical assembly had the 

shortest prompt decay constant of 7218 ± 56 sec"1. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In many nuclear engineering applications it is extremely 

important to be able to determine the reactivity of systems containing 

fissile materials. This is frequently required in subcritical systems to 

guard against criticality accidents. Areas of possible concern include 

spent fuel storage, reprocessing plants, or any work area involving high 

concentrations of fissile materials. The course of action most often 

taken in these situations involves the use of large and complex computer 

codes dependent on accurately simulating the system being evaluated. 

While physical measurements are rarely used, a system capable of 

accurately measuring reactivities could enhance safety margins and 

confirm accuracies of computer analysis. 

Many techniques exist for experimentally measuring the 

reactivity or neutron multiplication of a system; however, there are 

inherent disadvantages to many of them which make them impossible or at 

best difficult to employ. This is very apparent in subcritical 

assemblies where movement of material is not desirable. The best suited 

measurements in this regime seem to fall within the time-correlated 

analysis methods, also known as reactor noise analysis. A synopsis of 

different reactor noise time analysis procedures is listed in Table 1.1. 

The primary advantage of these techniques is that they require the 

1 
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Table 1.1 Synopsis of Reactor-Noise Time Analysis Procedures 
(Pacilio, 1969) 

Possible Fission Rate (F) 
Number use of and detector 
of pulse current efficiency (e) 

Type of analysis counters chambers specifications 

Correlation analysis among neutron pulses 
Rossi-alpha method (delayed 
coincidences, stopwatch) 2 no very low F 

Rossi-alpha method (time-analyzer) 1 no very low F 
Endogenous pulsed source method 1 no large £ 
Autocorrelation analysis 1 yes 
Cross-correlation analysis 2 yes 
Time interval from a random origin 1 no large £ 
Pulse to pulse time interval 1 no 

Analysis of the moments of the 
counting distribution 

Feynman variance method 1* yes large £ 

Correlated-neutron-pair method 1* yes large e 
Bennett variance method "1 yes large £ 
Third-order analysis and correlated-

neutron-triplets method 1* yes large e 
Covariance analysis 2* yes 

Analysis of the probability of 
a neutron detection 

Zero-count probability method 1 no large e 
Polya-model method 1 no large £ 

Intermediate methods (Even-or-odd-
count, etc.) 1 no large £ 

Correlation analysis among the signs 
of the power level fluctuations 

Polarity autocorrelation analysis 1 yest 
Polarity cross-correlation analysis 2 yest 

Covariance analysis via polarity detection 2 yest 

*Pulse counter preferred although either pulse counter or current chamber can be used. 
tCurrent chamber preferred although either current chamber or pulse counter can be used. 



introduction of only one or two detection systems and possibly a neutron 

source into or near the fissile material. By analyzing the neutron 

fluctuations of the system, certain parameters can be obtained. Among 

the popular techniques in this area are the Rossi-alpha and the Feynman 

variance methods (Pacilio, 1969). 

A technique known as the time interval distribution method also 

falls into this category. Initially introduced by Babala (1966), it has 

not received as much attention as the above methods, but in some cases 

can possibly offer advantages over other techniques. This method is the 

primary topic of this paper and will be explored in detail to include the 

results of extensive experimental analysis. 

Background 

The neutron time interval distribution method, also referred to 

as the count-to-count or pulse-to-pulse interval method, is an 

experimental technique in which the time intervals between successive 

neutron counts are obtained from a detector monitoring a reactor system. 

This method differs from other time-correlated techniques in that it 

uses a pulse from a detected neutron to start the time interval and 

another to end it. The phenomenology of this approach is compared to 

the Rossi-alpha and zero count techniques in Fig. 1.1. 

The time interval distribution in a neutron multiplying system is 

partially dependent on a correlation of neutrons descending from fission 

chains. If the time intervals of these correlated neutrons are much 

shorter than the time intervals between random or uncorrelated neutron 

counts it will be clearly indicated in the distribution. A least squares 
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fit of the distribution to the equation derived by Babala can yield 

certain reactor parameters, the most important being the prompt neutron 

decay constant. 

The first theoretical basis for the distribution function was 

later published by Pal in 1962 and 1963 (Pal, 1962, 1963). In 1966, 

Babala derived the interval distribution function between successive 

neutron counts for a zero-power, point reactor model with no delayed 

neutrons (Babala, 1966). It Was in this paper that Babala first 

introduced the possible advantages of the time interval distribution 

technique over the Rossi-alpha, Feynman variance, and Mogilner's zero 

count methods. The attraction in the time interval method is that it 

represents a fuller measurement of the available data. In the Feynman 

and Mogilner methods, part of the information is lost. While similar to 

the Rossi-alpha at low background count rates, it was predicted that the 

interval distribution technique would have a higher precision in 

determining the parameters. This implied that it would be faster and 

more accurate at higher count rates. In 1967, Babala and Ogrin published 

a paper reporting on actual experimental analysis of the interval 

distribution and compared it to the Feynman variance and Mogilner 

methods (Babala and Ogrin, 1967). Here Babala was able to support his 

claim and produced experimental results showing higher precision with 

the interval distribution method while using less time for the actual 

collection of data. 

Another reported application using the time interval method 

involved work by Haldy and Chikouche in 1975 where they derived a 

probability distribution for two detectors instead of one. Using this 
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approach they were able to determine the neutron generation time In 

addition to the prompt reactivity for the "CROCUS" zero power thermal 

reactor (Haldy and Chlkouche, 1975). While this method may present 

additional advantages, this paper will concentrate on the use of one 

detector only. 

The last experimental results found published were by Rawlins 

and Simonson In 1978. Here they reported on a series of Interval 

distribution measurements for the prompt decay constant using the 

University of Maryland TRIGA reactor. The interval distribution data was 

analyzed with the same expression presented by Babala and Ogrin with the 

exception of fitting only three parameters (Rawlins and Simonson, 1978). 

Analysis by the author revealed that the equation Rawlins and Simonson 

reportedly used lacked a proportionality constant for the distribution. 

While methods exist for determining this fourth parameter, exactly how 

it was obtained was not reported. 

Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive 

overview of the interval distribution technique used in determining the 

prompt neutron decay constant for a subcritical reactor. The advantages 

and limitations will be discussed as applied to actual use on a finite 

system. Extensive experimental analysis has been performed and the 

results from a variety of subcritical systems are included. These 

systems include the University of Arizona TRlGA reactor and some natural 

uranium lattices moderated by light water. The main emphasis of this 
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work is directed to the results for a perspective on experimental 

applications. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORY: NEUTRON TIME INTERVAL DISTRIBUTION 

The theory of reactor noise experiments is based on the 

statistics of neutron fluctuations within the reactor system. These 

fluctuations are often dependent on the specific reactor kinetic 

parameters. Measuring and analyzing the statistical properties of 

neutron sequences can yield actual information about these parameters. 

This is the basis for many time-correlated experiments, including the 

time interval distribution method. The time interval distribution 

technique is one such statistical method based on the measurement of 

time intervals between detected neutrons. More precisely, it is based 

on the dependence of the probability that, after detection of a neutron 

pulse, a second pulse will be detected between t and t+dt. The content 

of this chapter will be centered around the statistics and derivation of 

the time interval distribution technique to include some of the 

characteristics of the final equation. 

Probability Distributions 

When a series of measurements is taken under identical 

conditions, the results will not necessarily be identical. In fact, as a 

rule rather than as an exception, the results will be different 

(Tsoulfanidis, 1983). This is normally due to the statistical laws that 

govern the system being measured. It is often convenient to describe 

8 



these statistical laws in the form of a probability distribution. 

Probability distributions are commonly used in defining the chance of 

occurrence for a specific event as a function of some independent 

parameter such as time or space. If one knows the probability 

distribution it can be very helpful in two ways. First, the experimenter 

may obtain information on the expected results of specific measurements 

prior to a large collection of data. Second, through a significant 

number of measurements, the experimenter can check his results for 

accuracy (Tsoulfanidis, 1983). 

In a probability function the quantity being measured or sampled 

is frequently referred to as the random variable. There are two types 

of random variables: discrete and continuous. A discrete random 

variable consists of a set of discrete values such as integers, cards in 

a deck, or number of students in a classroom while a continuous random 

variable may take on any value within a certain interval such as weight, 

length, or temperature. To be consistent with the laws of probability, 

the summation of the probabilities for all possible values must equal 

unity. This is normally represented in a discrete function as 

N 

£ f(xj[) = 1 , (2.1) 

i=l 

where f(xj) is the probability that the random variable has the value xj, 

with N being all possible (discrete) values of x.. In a continuous 

function it is represented by 
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f(x)dx • 1 , (2.2) 

0 

where 0 and 00 define the minimum and maximum limits in which the random 

variable x can exist. By integrating over a specific interval, one can 

obtain the probability of the random variable falling into this interval, 

such as 

b 

f(x)dx = probability of (a < x < b) , (2.3) 

a 

where a and b are the lower and upper limits, respectively. If the 

limits of integration consist of a lower or upper limit and if the 

independent variable corresponds to a value of the random variable, one 

can obtain a probability distribution by obtaining a value of the random 

variable above or below the independent variable, such as 

F(xj) 

x 

f(x')dx' , (2.4) 

o 

where ?(xj) is the probability of the random variable falling below the 

value Xj. F(xj) is sometimes called the total distribution function 

(Tsoulfanidis, 1983). This can be helpful in evaluating the probability 

of a number of concurrent events, as in the time interval distribution 

method. 

In order to be more consistent with other references on the time 

interval distribution method, probability functions normally represented 

by F(x) will be noted by P(x) in later parts of this thesis. 
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Uncorrelated Neutron Counts 

In the case of a sequence of random events, where the 

probability of occurrence is evenly distributed, Poisson statistics can 

be applied. This is also true in the application of a random or 

uncorrelated neutron source. In this thesis, uncorrelated pulses are 

defined as pulses due to neutrons having no dependence on each other, 

and which are purely random in nature. 

By multiplying the probability of no count in a time interval, t, 

by the probability of a count in an infinitely small time interval, dt, 

one can obtain the probability distribution 

P(t)dt = e~ct • Cdt , (2.5) 

where C is the average count rate of the detector (Babala, 1966). 

Essentially, P(t)dt is the probability that after a time origin, t=0, 

chosen at random, the first neutron pulse will be detected between t and 

t+dt. Since Eq. (2.5) is an exponentially decreasing function, it is more 

useful to represent it graphically as a semi-log plot. This will yield a 

straight line plot with the slope depending on the average count rate. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 for several count rates. 

If one were to sample experimentally the time intervals of a 

random source by the method explained in the next chapter, and obtain a 

sufficient number of counts to reduce the probability of error, the 

semi-log slope of the plotted data would be equivalent to the actual 

count rate of the detector. This can be shotin by taking the log of both 

sides of Eq. (2.5) and solving for the count rate (C). This is given as 
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0 - - ln (n- /n> >  , (2.« 
t2~tl 

where nt and nz are the total number of counts in separate channels 

collected at the respective time intervals tt and t2. See Fig. 2.2. 

This is the most fundamental application of using the time 

interval distribution technique. It can be used to experimentally 

examine and test the detection equipment used in time interval 

experiments. 

Correlated Neutron Counts 

When a single neutron, whether originating from fission or an 

external source, is Introduced into fissile material there is a certain 

probability that it will produce more neutrons by inducing fission. 

These secondary neutrons in turn have a certain probability of producing 

other neutrons. This will continue on in a chain dependent upon the 

reactivity or neutron multiplication of the total system. The 

multiplication of a reactor system is usually represented as 

k _ number of neutrons in one generation ^ j\ 
~ number of neutrons in the preceding generation ' 

where k is the effective multiplication factor. It is frequently 

expressed in terms of reactivity (p) where 

P = • (2.8) 

This is convenient notation.in that p=0 indicates a critical system where 

the average neutron loss rate is equal to the average neutron production 

rate. Subcriticality refers to p<0 and supercriticality refers to p>0. 

The neutrons produced through fission are of two types: prompt 

and delayed. Since the majority of neutrons produced are prompt 
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neutrons and have a much shorter lifetime, they will be the primary 

concern in looking at neutron chains. This is a reasonable approximation 

in later calculations due to the fact that the prompt neutron lifetime 

is normally of the order of microseconds and the delayed neutron 

lifetime is often on the order of seconds. By subtracting the average 

fraction of delayed neutrons produced in each fission from Eq. (2.8), one 

can obtain the prompt reactivity given by 

p' = P-B , (2.9) 

where 0 is the delayed neutron fraction. 

In the case of a system below prompt critical, the prompt 

neutron chain will ultimately die out. An expression for the average 

number of prompt neutrons produced in a single fission chain is given by 

n - , (2.10) 

where v is the average number of prompt neutrons released per fission, 

and A is the neutron generation time (Nelson, 1985). 

If a detector is placed in the reactor system where there exist 

successive neutron generations through multiplication, a number of the 

neutrons detected will ultimately be correlated to this prompt neutron 

chain. The basis of the time interval technique is to find this 

correlation among the uncorrelated neutrons and determine the mean 

lifetime of the prompt neutron chain. This in turn will give the prompt 

neutron decay constant, 
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from which the reactivity and neutron multiplication factor can be 

extracted if the neutron generation time is known (Nelson, 1985). 

The Neutron Time Interval Distribution Function 

To find the analytical form of the time interval distribution 

function the reader is referred to the works of Babala (1966), who 

specifically obtained it from Kolmogorov theory for branching stochastic 

processes (Kolmogorov, 1947). Using a "three interval" probability 

generating function associated with the probability of finding the counts 

in three successive time intervals, Babala derived the following count-

to-count probability distribution function. 

Starting with the probability of neutron counts in the time 

intervals A,, A,, and Az, all immediately following each other, the 

probability generating function can be expressed as 

G(X0,X,,X2) = ^ £ £ P(m0,m1,m2) x™° x™1 x22 , (2.12) 

m0=0 m,=0 m2=0 

where xj_ are formal parameters and P(m0,m1,m2) is the probability of 

counts in A^ (1=0,1,2). If the time intervals are defined as 

A0 = dT'+O, 

A, = T, (2.13) 

A2 = dx+0, 

the Count-to-Count (CC) interval distribution will be given by 
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£ £ P(m0,0,m2) 
mo=l m2=l 

Pcc(T)dT - (2.14) 

00 00 CO 

li £ !E P(mo,m,>ni2) 
m0=l m^O m2=0 

- IG(1,0,1) + G(0,0,0) - G(0,0,1) - G(1,0,0)] , (2.15) 

in which the expression for G is defined by Babala (1966) to be 

G(x0,x1,x2) 

+ 2 In 

jj a [w0+wlH 

r,-R0Rt) - 2R2(S0R14ft0Ql) ^ 

7̂̂ 1 Jj ' 

= exp j- a [Wj+Wi+Wj (2.16) 

T2(T,T,-B 

where 

a = SA/V X 2 (2.17) 

s is the external neutron source (n/sec) 

A is the neutron generation time 

X2 = v(v-l)/^ , Diven Constant (2.18) 

"v is the mean number of prompt neutrons released per fission 

wi = (Yi-DaAi » (2.19) 

Qi = (Yi~l) + (Yi+1) exp(-aYiAi) (2.20) 

Yi = [l + d-xi)]1/2 (2.21) 

Ri = (vi~l) [1 ~ exp(-aviAi)] (2.22) 

si = (Yi+1) + (Yi-1) exp(-otYiAi) (2.23) 

Ti = (Yi+l)2-(Yi"l)2 exp(-OY1A1), 1=0,1,2, (2.24) 

e is the counter efficiency (counts/fission) 
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p' - (kp-l)/kp (2.25) 

kp is the prompt effective multiplication constant 

a => -p'/A . (2.26) 

Expanding the probability generating function of Eq. (2.16) into 

series with respect to At and A2 up to the terms of second order (first 

logarithm, then exponential), one can obtain the time interval 

distribution function 

pcc(x) 

= C exp JJA J(Y-1)OT + 2 In ^-JJ (-^R)2 £l+ |GJ- exp(-AYX)J (2.27) 

where S, T, a, and Y are given by 

S = (r+1) + (Y~1) exp(-ayr) , (2.28) 

T = (Y+1)2 - (Y-1)2 exp(-AYT) , (2.29) 

y - (1 + |T£)1/2 , (2.30) 

a = — , (2.31) 

~X2  

and the count rate (C) is given as 

C = ~ (Y1-!) , (2.32) 

It is this count-to-count probability distribution, Eq. (2.27), 

that is used in the analysis for the time interval method. Babala also 

showed that this distribution can be derived by taking the second time 

derivative of Mogilner's zero probability function and dividing it by the 

count rate (Babala and Ogrin, 1967). Equation (2.27) is clearly valid 

using the prompt neutron approximation because of the range of time 



intervals Involved. Some of the characteristics of Eq. (2.27) will now 

be looked at in further detail. 

Time Interval Distribution Parameters 

Equation (2.27) is essentially dependent on the neutron source 

strength (s), detector efficiency (e), and the prompt neutron decay 

constant (a). In looking at an uncorrelated neutron source, a will 

approach infinity (») as p'+®. Applying this to Eq. (2.27) reduces it to 

Eq. (2.25), which is the interval distribution for a random source. This 

.is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 when Pcc(t) is plotted for various values of a. 

The detector efficiency is an important parameter to consider 

when applying the time interval technique. As the efficiency increases, 

the amount of information on the correlated neutron chains Increases, 

thus decreasing the amount of collection time needed to obtain accurate 

results. This can be illustrated in Fig. 2.4 where Pcc(t) is plotted 

against various detector efficiencies for the same source strength and 

reactivity (p'). 

The source strength has very strong influence on the results of 

the analysis. Too strong a source will produce too many uncorrelated 

time intervals which are as short as those of the correlated ones. This 

will cause a significant overlapping of the information, resulting in an 

unseparable sequence of correlated and uncorrelated neutrons. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.5 where Pcc(t) is plotted against various source 

strengths for the same detector efficiency (e) and prompt reactivity 

(P'). 
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Since the count rate of the detector is proportional to the 

product of the source strength and efficiency, it is difficult to predict 

the outcome of the distribution based upon the count rate. A high 

detection efficiency will permit a higher count rate until the detected 

time intervals of the uncorrelated counts shorten to that of the 

correlated ones. 

Other parameters that are used in Eq. (2.27) consist of the 

average number of neutrons released per fission (v), the Diven constant 

(x2)» and the neutron generation lifetime (A). While not important in 

determining the prompt decay constant of the system, they are useful in 

evaluating the detector efficiency and neutron source strength. 

The first, \>, is the average number of neutrons released in a 

single fission. A typical value for v in U-235 is \> = 2.A3 for thermal-

neutron-induced fission (Lamarsh, 1975). The Diven constant, Xaj is the 

relative distribution width of v. Diven first experimentally obtained it 

from a small sample of U-235 using 80 keV incident neutrons. His 

results, which are still accepted today, reported a typical value of 

Xj = 0.795 ± 0.007 (Babala and Ogrin, 1967). The Diven constant is also 

described as a measure of the neutron dispersion in fission (Lewis, 

1975). 

The neutron generation lifetime (A) is the average time a prompt 

neutron takes to cause a fission after being born through fission itself. 

This parameter is dependent on the material the neutron travels through 

during its slowing down (thermalization) and thermal diffusion processes. 

While this parameter cannot be determined directly from the time 

interval analysis, it can be experimentally measured through other 
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techniques. Hand calculations and computer codes may be used to obtain 

an approximation for the neutron generation lifetime. 

Possible Advantages 

The time interval distribution function, P(t)dt, depends 

sensitively on both the power (source strength) and the detector 

efficiency and can yield useful information even in conditions prohibitive 

to other statistical techniques (Pacilio, 1969). It is this sensitivity 

that presents possible advantages over other methods. 

The amount of information contained in a sequence of neutron 

counts is proportional to the deviation of the statistical properties of 

this sequence from the properties of an uncorrelated sequence (Babala, 

1966). The information contained in the Rossi-alpha function is 

dependent on the external source (the smaller the source, the larger the 

amount of information), while in the variance method the amount of 

information grows with detector efficiency. However, the time interval 

method depends both on the external source and detector efficiency, and 

under conditions where other methods fail there may still be information 

available through this technique. In obtaining the time interval 

distribution, each interval is measured relative to the starting trigger 

pulse, while in the Rossi-alpha and variance methods, there is an 

intermixing of correlated counts in which some of the information is 

possibly lost. As a result, the desired accuracy should be obtained 

faster using the interval distribution method in certain regimes. It 

should be noted that in the case of very low count rates, the Rossi-

alpha method and time interval distribution method tend to coincide. 
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The time interval technique also has an advantage over 

Mogilner's (1961) and Zolotukh's (1963) zero probability, P0(t), 

techniques. To obtain the probability of obtaining no count in a time 

interval, P0(t), as a function of t, one has to measure P0(t) for several 

t separately, say N times. If the time analyzer has N channels, it 

displays Pcc(t) in N points during the same running time as is required 

for measuring one point of P0(t). This represents a substantially 

reduced time for collecting data. 



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In any experimental procedure a considerable amount of time can 

be spent on setting up and performing the actual collection of data. 

While the general theory behind the experiment may be precise and 

uncompromising, there are usually many ways the measurement can be 

done. The method to be used in the analysis of the data must also be 

considered. Being able to perform a large number of measurements 

quickly and efficiently may be fine until the data has to be transferred 

by hand to a computer for analysis. Other considerations must include 

the inherent probability for error. Using a large channel width on a 

time analyzer can present significant errors in data where time is a 

sensitive parameter. This is especially true in statistical measurements 

where there is always a certain percentage of error. 

In the case of the time interval distribution method where the 

theory is very specific, a few options still exist for the experimenter 

and will be explored in detail in this chapter. The main focus will be 

centered on the actual procedure used to collect data that is reported 

in this paper. 

General Procedure 

The concept behind the time interval distribution method is to 

obtain a collection of data consisting of time intervals between 

26 



successive neutron pulses from a multiplying system and match the 

observable effects to a given probability distribution. The first step 

essentially involves measuring the time between detected neutrons. This 

can be performed by a measuring apparatus which clocks the time interval 

between pulses from one or more detectors. A general equipment diagram 

for such a setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. To measure this time 

accurately the clock must be started on the arrival of a neutron and 

read on the arrival of the next. This time, which will be referred to 

as the time interval, is then recorded as a single event and added to 

the collection of previously recorded time intervals. This is 

illustrated by taking the sample of time intervals in Table 3.1 and 

forming a distribution, dependent on the length of the time interval, and 

plotting it against total time as is done in Fig. 3.2. If enough time 

intervals are sampled from a reactor system, the distribution formed 

will be proportional to the probability function given in Eq. (2.27). The 

analysis of this time interval distribution can then be performed by 

least squares fitting Eq. (2.27) to obtain the dependent parameters. 

Further detail on the analysis will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Since the time interval distribution is based on a statistical 

procedure, it is apparent that the amount of data collected is an 

important factor. In any statistical experiment, more information 

implies smaller probability for error. This is also very true in the 

time interval technique. It is not uncommon during low count rates and 

low detector efficiencies to collect on the order of 10 time intervals . 

Thus, there is a need to set up the procedure to maximize collection of 
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Table 3.1. Sample of Time Intervals between Random Events 

Event 
Number 

Time 
(msec) 

A t from 
Previous 
Event 

Event 
Number 

Time 
(msec) 

At from 
Previous 
Event 

0 0 - 17 64.0 2.0 

1 5.0 5.0 18 72.0 8.0 

2 7.0 2.0 19 75.0 3.0 

3 8.0 1.0 20 72.0 1.0 

4 14.0 6.0 21 82.0 6.0 

5 23.0 9.0 22 85.0 3.0 

6 26.0 3.0 23 87.0 2.0 

7 .33.0 7.0 24. 89.0 2.0 

8 37.0 4.0 25 93.0 4.0 

9 38.0 1.0 26 103.0 10.0 

10 43.0 5.0 27. 104.0 1.0 

11 44.0 1.0 28 109.0 5.0 

12 47.0 3.0 29 121.0 12.0 

13 55.0 8.0 30 128.0 7.0 

14 57.0 2.0 31 129.0 1.0 

15 61.0 4.0 32 133.0 4.0 

16 62.0 1.0 33 135.0 2.0 
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all possible time intervals. Naturally the most efficient procedure 

would be one where all possible time intervals were obtained. 

Methods of Data Collection 

For a full utilization of the available data, there are several 

adaptations of time analyzers that can be created to maximize 

performance. The following representation by Pacilio (1969) is an 

example and has been used effectively by Babala and Ogrin (1967). A 

sequence of counts coming from a discriminator is fed into a time 

analyzer so that the first arriving pulse triggers the sweep of the 

channels. Uhen the second pulse occurs, the analyzer adds a count to 

the channel activated at that instant. It then resets the address 

register and triggers another sweep. Thus, only one event per sweep is 

recorded, and the time of a pulse from the origin (zero-channel) is 

actually the time interval between that pulse and the preceding one. 

This process is repeated on a continuous basis and accumulated in the 

time analyzer. The result is a distribution that is proportional to the 

time interval probability distribution. This operation subtracts time 

from the effective interval between successive pulses and yields delay 

effects that have to be taken into account to restore the true 

correlation among the pulses. 

An interesting deviation from Babala's procedure was performed 

by Haldy and Chikouche (1975) where two separate detectors were used. 

One detector was used to trigger or initiate the time sequence while the 

other was used to end it. Because two different detectors were involved 

and each had a different efficiency for neutron detection, the 



theoretically derived distribution function was somewhat different than 

Babala's. One advantage of this approach was in separating the neutron 

generation lifetime from the reactivity of the system. 

Apart from the already discussed systematic errors introduced by 

some techniques, the dead time of the detector must also be taken into 

consideration. This problem can normally be resolved by not using the 

time intervals corresponding to the dead time of the detector, but this 

is the most valuable region of the distribution and should be limited as 

much as possible. When using a time analyzer the selection of the 

channel width relative to the detector dead time usually presents the 

loss of no more than the first channel. 

Author's Experimental Procedure 

The procedure used in collecting data for this thesis is a 

variation of the stop-watch method. In this method, one neutron pulse 

is used as the trigger signal and the next is used as the stop signal. 

After the stop signal arrives the apparatus must be reset and will then 

await the next pulse to trigger again. The major difference in this 

approach is in the equipment developed to obtain the time interval. 

Instead of an analyzer, a timer was constructed on a microcomputer 

interface board to measure the time intervals between incoming pulses 

from a discriminator. The microcomputer directly reads, stores, and 

processes the time intervals while waiting for another pulse. Using this 

approach, the collected data can be partially analyzed and checked for 

quality almost immediately. Even though half of the time intervals are 

lost, the versatility this presents in performing experiments is very 



great. The final distribution is stored on floppy diskettes for future 

analysis since the microcomputer is too slow in handling the number of 

data points. For final analysis the data is transferred to a VAX 

computer for the least squares fit. A detailed description of the 

equipment and computer board is given in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

The equipment used in any experimental procedure is frequently 

dependent on what is available. While modifications can be made on some 

equipment to obtain the desired performance, the results are often an 

inflexibility in the experiment, even for small deviations. Thus, it is 

usually to the benefit of the experimenter to utilize equipment designed 

for his purpose, but having the versatility of expanding to other 

possible needs without a great deal of inconvenience. This is becoming 

more of a reality with the introduction of the microcomputer. 

The microcomputer has great potential in the laboratory due to 

its size, expandability, and capabilities in processing small amounts of 

information almost immediately. By the simple introduction of an 

interface board into one of the expansion slots, a time analyzer may be 

born with the versatility the programmer dictates. The limits, of 

course, are restricted to memory space and speed, but these are areas 

which seem to be constantly improving. 

The experimental equipment used in performing the time interval 

distribution measurements in this, paper includes, the use of a 

microcomputer. This results in a considerable advancement in the 

collection of data and initial analysis over any measurements previously 

reported for time-interval analysis. 

34 
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' Description of Equipment 

The following Items of experimental equipment were used to 

obtain all results reported In this paper. Since some of the equipment 

was constructed In the Nuclear and Energy Engineering Department the 

University of Arizona, a detailed description of the components, 

construction, and operational characteristics are included in the 

Appendices. The major components of the setup include a BF, detector, 

amplifier, discriminator, time interval interface board, and an AT&T 6300 

personal computer with associated software. This is illustrated in 

Fig. 4.1. A complete description of each component by model and serial 

number is listed in Appendix C. 

BF, Detector: The detectors used in each experiment consisted 

of Reuter Stokes BF,, model RSN-7A, proportional counters. Each 

detector was approximately 2 cm In diameter and 20 cm in length with an 

internal pressure of 49 cm-Hg. The maximum rated power supply to each 

detector is 3000 volts. In each experiment the detector was supplied 

with 2200 volts and inserted vertically into a waterproof pipe made from 

either galvanized steel, plastic, or aluminum. The dead time of each 

detector was measured by the paired source technique to be approximately 

2.6 microseconds. 

High Voltage Power Supply; Voltage was supplied to the detector 

with a Canberra, model 3105, high voltage power supply. With a maximum 

rated power of 5000 volts, this supplied the detector with 2200 volts. 

Amplifier; The signal from the detector was amplified with a 

Canberra model 814 PAD, (Pre-amp, Amplifier, and Discriminator). The 
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discriminator on the PAD was not used except for checking the 

approximate count rate when initially setting up the detector. The gain 

of the PAD was set to its maximum setting, resulting in neutron pulses 

on the order of 2 to 4 volts peak. The detector pulse, after pre-

amplification and amplification, was sent through approximately 15 

meters of coaxial cable to an adjacent room. 

Oscilloscope; Once the amplified signal was received in the next 

room, an oscilloscope was used to check it. By viewing the amplified 

signal, the neutron pulses could easily be distinguished from pulses due 

to gamma radiation, and a setting for the discriminator determined. 

Discriminator; The amplified signal was discriminated using an 

Ortec model 406A single channel analyzer. The lower window was set to 

1.5 volts and the higher window was set to 10.0 volts. This 

discriminated against the lower energy gamma pulses. For each neutron 

pulse in this range, a square pulse measuring 5 volts peak and .5 

microseconds in width was output. 

Scaler; Attached to the output of the discriminator was also a 

Canberra model 2071 sealer/timer. This was used to determine the total 

count rate of the detection system. Most count rates were determined 

over a 1000 second time interval. 

Time Interval Interface Board; The time interval board was 

specifically designed and constructed for this experiment by the 

University of Arizona, Department of Nuclear and Energy Engineering. 

This board is the component that measures the time interval between 

neutron pulses and feeds it to the microcomputer. It is built on the 

standard IBM vector board and interfaces to any IBM or compatible 
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personal computer. The coaxial cable from the discriminator attaches 

directly to the board through a BNC connector. 

The interface board is completely controlled through commands in 

the software of the computer. By accessing specified I/O addresses the 

board can be reset, enabled, and programmed for a variety of channel 

widths. A detailed description of all commands to operate this board is 

included in Appendix B, along with the schematic circuit diagram. 

Channel widths may be selected from .5 to 1024 microseconds 

with a maximum of 32,768 channels. Thus, with the proper software 

commands, time intervals between .5 microseconds and 33.5 seconds can be 

measured. 

Microcomputer: The microcomputer used in this experiment 

consisted of an AT&T 6300 personal computer. This computer is 

completely IBM compatible and there was no problem associated with the 

use of the interface board or software. It was through this computer 

that control of the interface board and data collection was performed. 

As the board finished, timing each neutron interval, the computer would 

store the information in memory, then reset the board to await the next 

interval. Upon collection of the desired number of intervals, it would 

format the data into the distribution and plot it right on the screen for 

easy review. This permitted an immediate visual check of the 

distribution for quality and review of other pertinent information. The 
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data could then be printed out for a permanent copy or transferred over 

to the VAX computer for final analysis. 

Microcomputer Software 

IDA: The collection of data using the above equipment was 

supported using a computer program written by the author. This program, 

titled IDA (Interval Distribution Analyzer), has two functions. First, it 

controls all functions of the interface board through specific software 

commands. Second, it can perform initial analysis of the data, 

interactively or upon request, giving the user the opportunity to 

immediately check the data for quality. A list of the additional 

functions includes the following. 

1) Plot the standard graph of the time interval distribution. 

2) Plot the semi-log graph of the time interval distribution. 

3) Save the interval distribution on floppy disk. 

4) Read the interval distribution from floppy disk. 

5) Print the distribution to the screen or printer. 

6) Plot a fitted distribution superimposed over the measured one. 

7) Record the total number of trigger pulses. 

8) Pause while collecting data to perform any of the above. 

IDA is designed to be a user friendly interactive program. All 

commands are menu driven for easy control and understanding. A listing 

of the program is included in Appendix D. 

KERMIT: KERMIT is a standard computer code used in transferring 

information from one computer to another. It was used in the transfer 

of data from the microcomputer to the VAX computer at the University of 
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Arizona. This was necessary to perform final analysis of the data using 

a least squares fitting code. The following procedure Is given as an 

example to transfer a data file from the microcomputer to the VAX 

computer. 

A> KERMIT 

Kermlt-86> SET PORT COM2 

Kermit-86 SET BAUD 9600 

Kermit-86> CONNECT 

(Type Cntl Break and Return until connection is made) 

(Perform Login procedure) 

$ RUN LIB_EXE:KERMIT 

Kermit-32> SERVER 

(Type Cntl ] and then C to get back to microcomputer) 

Kermit-86> SEND Filename 

Kermlt-86> Cntl C (To exit Kermit) 

where Kermit-86> refers to the microcomputer and Kermit-32> refers to 

the VAX computer. 

GRAPHICS: The program, GRAPHICS, is a utility routine which must 

be run on the microcomputer prior to printing out any graphs. To avoid 

having to stop the main program to print out a plot, this program is run 

after initially booting up the computer. It then formats the computer 

for printing graphics and does not. have to be run again until the 

computer Is re-booted up. 
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Equipment Tests 

Prior to using the time interval equipment on a multiplying 

system, three areas of concern were evaluated. This was to ensure 

proper functioning equipment and to define some of the characteristics 

when using the time interval interface board. Tests performed on the 

equipment included evaluating the ratio of observed time intervals to 

that of total available intervals and the effect of detector resolving 

time on an interval distribution. The last test performed consisted of 

checking for possible errors in the equipment by obtaining a set of 

distributions using a random neutron source. The following is a detailed 

discussion of these tests. 

Observed Time Intervals 

Since the time interval board must be reset after each recorded 

interval, all possible time intervals will not be observed. The maximum 

ratio that can be obtained is 50 percent of the total available. This is 

due to necessary time delays for transferring data from the interface 

board to computer memory and then resetting the board to await a new 

trigger. Additional losses are also present if a pulse is received 

during the time the computer is in the process of resetting the 

interface board. Thus, a series of measurements was performed to 

determine the amount of information that is lost when collecting data. 

Using a random source, a series of counts, was recorded by a 

scaler and the computer simultaneously. Bjr comparing the ratio of 

detected pulses on the computer to that of the scaler, a ratio was 

obtained indicating the percentage of available intervals that were 



actually observed by the computer. While this computer delay time may 

represent additional losses of possible data, as shown in Table 4.1, the 

delay is not significant in the lower count rates, below about 2000 

cts/sec. The undesirable higher count rates would present other 

problems, as mentioned in Chapter 2. 

Detector Resolving Time 

The effect of detector dead time on an interval distribution was 

studied using a Pu-Be source. This was performed in order to evaluate 

the maximum resolving time of the detector. Since the time interval 

experiment is based on a distribution of time intervals, it is important 

to know what intervals will be affected by delays in the detector. 

With a neutron count rate of approximately 15,000 counts per 

second, the interval distribution was recorded and plotted using the IDA 

program. As can be seen by the display of this data in Fig. 4.2, the 

shorter time intervals are significantly affected by the dead time 

effect, up to approximately 10 microseconds. Thus, using time intervals 

shorter than 10 microseconds would result in errors. To avoid this 

problem, channel widths in excess of 10 microseconds were selected, with 

the first channel being deleted from the analysis. 
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Table 4.1. Test Results of Interface Board Showing the Percentage 
of Available Information Collected 

Count 
Rate 

(sec"*) 

Collection 
Time 
(sec) 

Total Counts Percentage 
of Maximum 
Counts 

Count 
Rate 

(sec"*) 

Collection 
Time 
(sec) 

Scaler Computer 

Percentage 
of Maximum 
Counts 

109 1000 108,592 54,246 49.9 

371 100 37,138 18,506 49.8 

1593 100 159,290 74,686 46.9 

2081 100 208,106 92,377 44.4 

10444 100 1044,400 110,344 10.6 
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Testing the Equipment Using a Random Source 

' Several time interval distributions were obtained using a random 

source. This was performed to verify that the equipment would record 

data consistent with the theoretical time interval distribution of a 

random source, Eq. (2.5). Using a Co-60 source with a Nal detector, the 

time interval distribution was recorded at several counting rates. 

Through a least-squares fit of Eq. (2.5) the theoretical count rate was 

determined. A semi-log graph of one of the distributions is illustrated 

in Fig. 4.3. Matching this calculated count rate to the actual count 

rate, determined by a sealer/timer, verifies the correct operation of the 

time interval analyzer. Table 4.2 lists the results for several interval 

distributions for a random source. 
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Table 4.2. Test Results of Interface Board Using Random Sources 

Channel 
Width 

(microsec) 

Total 
Channels 

Counting 
Time 
(min) 

Count Rate (cts/sec) Channel 
Width 

(microsec) 

Total 
Channels 

Counting 
Time 
(min) Scaler Least Squares Fit 

128 300 10 121.8 122.7 ± .78® 

64 150 10 259.9 258.7 ± 1.5 

32 100 10 1073. 1076.4 ± 5.5 

16 100 5 2297. 2309.1 ± 14. 

Standard Deviation 



CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The methods based on the probability of neutron detection impose 

a double task. The first task is theoretical and concerns the adoption 

of a suitable probability distribution function, P(t)dt, whose 

characteristics match the observable behavior of the neutron counts. 

The second regards the data processing and the relations between the 

observed distribution and the theoretical one. This is the basis of 

analysis for many experiments and the time interval distribution method 

is no exception. The interval distribution obtained through experiment 

is compared to the probability distribution derived in Chapter 2. It is 

through this comparison that the parameters of the reactor system are 

determined. 

General Concept 

In many derivations of neutron probability, the distribution can 

be recognized as a combination of two or more different probability 

profiles which fit the required characteristics so they can be used for 

experimental comparisons. The time interval distribution, which is given 

in Eq. (2.27), also follows this generalization. The counts from 

correlated neutron chains represent one profile while the counts from 

uncorrelated neutrons represent another. If these profiles are 

significantly different, it is possible to obtain the specific parameters 
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inherent in each profile. In the time interval distribution each of the 

two profiles is somewhat dependent on the parameters of the other, but 

Eq. (2.27) takes this into account. Thus, by fitting an observed 

distribution to the theoretical distribution using Eq. (2.27), each 

parameter can be determined. This is accomplished through a non-linear 

least squares fit of Eq. (2.27) which will be discussed in a later 

section. 

Initial Analysis 

After a significant number of time intervals have been collected 

and stored in memory, an initial check of the quality of the data is 

performed through visual inspection of the plotted distribution for 

evidence of two different profiles. This is accomplished by plotting the 

logarithm of the number of counts in each channel as a function of the 

channel number. This presents a distribution that is proportional to the 

time interval probability. This semi-log plot, performed by the 

microcomputer and plotted on the screen, can be quickly checked for two 

separate components: a short time interval component which drops off 

rapidly, and a longer time interval component that approximates a 

straight line at longer time intervals. An example of this is 

represented in Fig. 5.1. Checking for these two components is an 

excellent means to determine if the count rate is too high for the 

efficiency of the system. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a high count rate 

would make the distribution of uncorrelated neutron counts be similar to 

that of the correlated neutron chains, making separation impossible. A 
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single straight line in the plot of the collected distribution would be 

an indication of either too high a count rate or no correlation among 

detected neutrons. 

This initial check is also useful in estimating the standard 

deviations which would be obtained for parameters determined from the 

recorded data. In any probability distribution, there will be large 

deviations until a significant amount of data is collected. As more data 

is obtained the plot will appear smoother and the standard deviation of 

the determined parameters will decrease. If the plot of the interval 

distribution appears very random and scattered, it would be extremely 

difficult to achieve a least squares fit. Scattered data suggests more 

time should be devoted to the collection of data. 

Final Analysis 

Once the data is checked for quality and saved on floppy disk, it 

is then transferred to a VAX computer for further analysis. Using a 

non-linear least squares fitting program, the collected time interval 

distribution is analyzed using Eq. (2.27) with a proportional parameter 

(K) included. Using 

PCc(t) = K exP j~a £(Y-1)<*T+2 In ̂  (>Y)2 1+fsT exp(-OTYT)J (5.1) 

the four parameters, ic, a, y, a are fitted to the collected distribution. 

The prompt decay constant, a, is converted to the prompt reactivity in 

dollars due to the convenience the common notation represents. The 

reactivity is then used in determining the detector efficiency. 
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The primary program used to analyze the transferred distribution 

data is listed in Appendix E under the name of BAB. Program BAB has 

four primary functions: 

1) Read the interval distribution data file, 

2) Input the initial values used in the least squares fit, 

3) Conduct the least squares fit of each parameter, 

4) Format and output the results to a file. 

This program is linked with the subroutine LALS1, included in Appendix F, 

which conducts the least squares fit. It is completely interactive so 

all initial values outside the data file can be included by running the 

program. Although the results are saved within a specified file, a copy 

of the output is also printed to the screen for review. 

After the four primary parameters have been determined, along 

with the standard deviations, the program calculates additional 

information as listed below. 

The Efficiency (e) of the detection system was calculated using 

Eq. (2.30). By solving for (e), one obtains the relation, 

_ _ (P')2(Y*-D 
c — (5,2) 

with the accepted value of X2 m »795 being used for the Diven constant 

and the reactivity, (p')» determined from the product of the prompt 

neutron decay constant (a) and the generation lifetime (A). 

The source strength is also determined through Eq. (2.17). 

Solving for (s), it becomes 
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Again the estimated value for the neutron generation time (A) is used 

along with the published value of v « 2.43, for thermal neutron-induced 

fission of U-235. 

A further calculation is also performed to test the accuracy of 

the least squares fit. Using Eq. (2.31), 

c = (Y2-1) 

one can determine the expected count rate using the fitted parameters. 

Comparing this expected count rate to the count rate measured by the 

detector provides an additional check on the accuracy of the final 

parameters. If these values differ by more than a few percent, other 

possible errors may be present. 

Least Squares Fit 

The least squares fit of Eq. (5.1) was conducted using a non

linear least squares fitting code written at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory and modified for use by the author. Originally designed to be 

capable of fitting a maximum of 20 independent parameters, it required 

only slight modifications to adjust it to Eq. (5.1). This was 

accomplished by defining the number of independent and dependent 

parameters used in the fit along with inserting the formal equation and 

its partial derivatives into the last subroutine. Other changes were 

made 
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to obtain the output in the desired format. A copy of the program, 

labeled LALS1, is included in Appendix F. 

The principle of least squares can be stated as follows: It is 

the most probable value of a quantity being obtained from a set of 

measurements of the deviations of the measurements (Young, 1962). In 

other words, for a set of measurements, xi, it is the most probable 

value of x that minimizes the quantity 

N 

£ (Xi-X)4 (5.4) 
i=l 

in which x is regarded as a variable which can be varied to obtain the 

minimum value of the function (5.4). In the least squares fit of the 

time interval distribution, there are four separate variables instead of 

one. Si this situation x is represented as a function of k, a, y, and a. 

In many distributions the most probable value of each parameter 

is not the simple mean of the parameter, but a weighted mean. The 

weighted mean is usually a varying function, in which each weight is 

dependent on the corresponding parent distribution (Bevington, 1969). In 

computing the average of several quantities whose variances are known, 

the most probable value is a weighted average in which each weight is 

given by the reciprocal of the variance of the experimental distribution. 

In the case of the interval distribution the weight of each sum is given 

by 

" P&U (5*5) 

where oij is the weight and P(tj) is the observed distribution from the 

actual measurement. P(t^) can also be stated as the number of neutron 
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counts in the channel corresponding to the time interval t^. Other 

weighted factors can be selected using program BAB; however, in 

comparing the standard deviations of each parameter, it was found that 

the weighted factor in Eq. (5.5) produced the best results. 

Applying this to Eq. (5.4) the most probable value of x is the 

one that minimizes the quantity 

N 

£ «>i(xi-x)* (5.6) 
i=l 

Through this method of minimizing function (5.6), the parameters of Eq. 

(5.1) are determined. 

The least squares fitting code, in Appendix F, uses this type of 

approach; however, it is the method of varying the independent 

parameters that is usually the key difficulty in performing the actual 

fit. The approach that is used in the Los Alamos code is in determining 

the partial differential with respect to each parameter to obtain a 

summation that is very close to zero. To illustrate this, the condition 

which must be satisfied for the function (5.6) to be a minimum is 

N 

^ £ "^(Xi-x)2 = 0 (5.7) 

i=l 

This is a derivative of a sum of terms. This is applied to function (5.6) 

by partial derivatives where the following conditions must also be 
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N 

57 £ ut [Xt(K»a»Y><0-x(K,a,r,<0]2 - o 
t=l 

(5.8a) 

^ ̂  »t [Xt(K»0»Y»CT>~x(K,a,Y,tx)]2 = 0 

t=l 

(5.8b) 

N 

JT £ ut [Xt(K»a»Y»o)-x(K,a,Y,o)]1 - 0 
t=l 

(5.8c) 

N 

57 £ ut [Xt(K»°»Y»(J)-x(»f,o,Y,a)]2 = 0 
t=l 

(5.8d) 

Through each partial differential a reasonable estimate of the deviation 

is determined to satisfy the above equations. These deviations are used 

to estimate new values for each parameter, which are then substituted 

into the standard equation. This is repeated through a number of 

iterations until the partial derivative of the sum of each parameter is a 

minimum. The result of this approach is a least squares fitting code 

capable of determining several independent parameters in a reasonable 

amount of time. 

should be mentioned. The first is in deriving the partial differentials, 

which are inserted into the last subroutine of LALS1. For Eq. (5.1) 

approximately 30 lines are needed for the main equation and four 

differentials. While this is not excessive, a more complex equation may 

be considerably longer, such as the equation derived by Rawlins and 

Simonson (1976). Here, to take the partial derivatives of Rawlins' 

equation would require about 200 lines. This increases the chance for 

There are two difficulties in using this type of approach that 
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possible programming errors which would be extremely difficult to check. 

For this situation the author has incorporated an approximation for each 

of the partial differentials. Determining the deviation over a small 

fraction of each parameter results in a fair approximation that is used 

by the least squares fit to calculate the value for the next iteration. 

The only problem associated with this is that it takes the program 

considerably longer to obtain a reasonable fit. Another possibility for 

deriving the partial differentials is through symbolic manipulations 

using a computer code such as REDUCE (Sadeghi, 1986). 

The second difficulty is in determining the initial guess used to 

start the first iteration. The initial guesses of each parameter must 

not be extremely far off the actual values. While this is dependent 

primarily on the type of parameter being fit, it has been the experience 

of the author that initial guesses within a factor of two of the final 

value are usually acceptable. If the initial guess of one of the 

parameters is too different from the true value, the iteration process 

may diverge and the program will crash with an arithmetic overflow. 

In testing LALS1 a separate program was written to create a 

theoretical distribution using Eq. (5.1). LALS1 was then used on this 

distribution to check the results with the theoretical parameters. This 

was to insure a correct fit and insure that there were no errors in the 

calculations used in the program. 

Standard Deviation Calculations 

For any measured value there is a standard deviation, SD, 

associated with the uncertainty of the measurement. When working with a 
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distribution of many measurements it is often essential to determine 

this standard deviation over the range of the distribution. This 

standard deviation is equal to the square root of the variance and is 

usually given as 

SD2 = J (Xi-X)2 P(Xi) (5.9) 

for a discontinuous distribution where P(xi) is the probability function 

that satisfies Eq. (5.1). 

The least squares fitting code, LALS1, also determines the 

standard deviations for each of the fitted parameters. This is useful in 

determining the average error that is expected in each of the 

parameters. All reported errors or uncertainty in final results are 

actually the standard deviation calculated by the least squares fitting 

program, LALS1. 

Summary 

The general concept behind the analysis is relatively simple. 

The time interval distribution obtained through experiment is compared to 

the theoretical distribution given as Eq. (5.1). Through a least squares 

fitting code the independent parameters of ic, a, y, a, are determined, 

which includes the prompt neutron decay constant, a. Additional 

information can be obtained by approximating the neutron generation time 

for the system being evaluated. Applying this approximation along with 

known constants for the type of fissile material present, one can derive 

the reactivity and detector efficiency. 



CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS - SUB CRITICAL ASSEMBLY 

A subcritical assembly containing natural uranium and moderated 

with light water was the primary source of data in evaluating the time 

interval distribution technique. Using the equipment described in 

Chapter 4, the effects of detector position, core configuration, and 

source strength in this assembly were observed. 

Description 

Water Tank; The entire subcritical assembly is housed in a 

stainless steel tank measuring 154 cm in diameter and 130 cm in height. 

Filled with light water, it contains a natural uranium lattice core in 

the center. With all fuel elements inserted, the tank contains 

approximately 530 gallons of water and measures 113 cm in depth. This 

covers the top of the core with about 6 cm of water. The entire tank is 

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 

Core: The core, hexagonal in shape, measures 78 cm in diameter 

and 107 cm in height. It contains 271 positions for fuel elements with a 

water-to-fuel ratio of 2:1. Each fuel element is supported by an 

aluminum rack which rests each element on the bottom of the tank. 

Fuel Element: Each fuel element consists of 5 individual 

cylindrical segments comprised of aluminum-clad natural uranium metal 

measuring 21.4 cm in height and 3 cm in diameter with a 1 cm hollow 

59 
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Figure 6.1. Large Subcritical Assembly at the University 
of Arizona, Nuclear and Energy Engineering 
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core. Every element has a hollow aluminum tube Inserted through the 

center to aid in manual movement of the fuel. The pitch, or center-to-

center distance, of each adjacent fuel element is 4.33 cm. A detailed 

description of the fuel elements is given in Fig. 6.2. 

Neutron Generation Time 

In order to calculate both the detector efficiency and the 

prompt reactivity, the mean neutron generation time must be known. 

While this was not determined experimentally, it was approximated using 

general reactor theory and past experimental data performed on other 

uranium lattices. 

The neutron generation time, A, is defined as the average time 

between successive generations of neutrons. Since the absorption of a 

neutron begins a new generation of fission neutrons, A is approximately 

equal to the prompt absorption lifetime (Lamarsh, 1966). This absorption 

lifetime can be determined through the average neutron slowing down time 

(ts) and mean diffusion time (t<j). 

It can be shown theoretically, and has been found 

experimentally, that the time required for a neutron to slow down to 

thermal energies in a water-moderated system is small compared to the 

time that the neutron spends as a thermal neutron before it is finally 

absorbed. Thus, a reasonable approximation for the slowing down time 

can be obtained from the reference (Lamarsh, 1966) for a light water 

system. Here, the total slowing down time from fission energies to 

thermal equilibrium is given as approximately 6 microseconds. 
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Figure 6.2. Natural Uranium Fuel Element Used in 
the Large Subcritical Assembly 
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The diffusion time, denoted by td, is defined as the average time 

that a thermal neutron spends in an infinite system before it is 

captured. For a system with an absorption cross section inversely 

proportional to neutron velocity, it is given as, 

where the variables and the values used for the large subcritical 

assembly are as follows: 

Vt is the most probable neutron velocity, (2.198x10® cm/sec) 

Eaw is the absorption cross section of the water (.0222 cm-1) 

Eaf is the absorption cross section of the fuel (.3223 cm-1) 

C is the fuel-to-moderator neutron flux ratio (.73) 

is the volume ratio of fuel to moderator (.50) 

The fuel-to-moderator flux ratio, also referred to as the 

disadvantage factor, was evaluated by extrapolation of data from ANL-

5800, for a uranium lattice similar to the one in this experiment with 

the exception of slight enrichment (ANL-5800, 1963). This ratio was 

determined to be approximately .73 in this type of lattice. 

Using the above parameters and constants in Eq. (6.1), an average 

diffusion time of 35 microseconds was determined. Adding this diffusion 

time to the total slowing down time approximation results in average 

neutron generation time of 41 microseconds. This value was used in the 

calculations requiring A for the subcritical assembly. While it is at 

best an approximation, it provides a value which can be used to 

determine detector efficiency of similar experiments. 

(6.1) 
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Detector Position 

To study the effects the time interval technique has on a finite 

system, several distributions were collected with the detector in 

various locations within the subcritical assembly core. The detector 

was placed in a plastic (acrylic) tube and inserted vertically into the 

core, replacing the fuel element at that location. With spontaneous 

fission of the natural uranium providing the neutron source, no external 

source was introduced. This provided a uniformly distributed source 

throughout the subcritical core. 

The time interval distributions were collected for periods 

ranging from 14 to 19 hours. The results reported in Table 6.1 are for 

five detector positions as indicated in Fig. 6.3. The results clearly 

show a decrease in measured reactivity as the detector is moved away 

from the center and out to the edge of the core. This effect on the 

measured reactivity is assumed to result from local effects of the 

detector position. Since the majority of the correlated neutron chains 

detected originated from the local area of the detector, it is not 

surprising that the time interval distributions show a decrease in the 

reactivity. A neutron near the edge of the core has a much lower 

probability of inducing more neutrons through fission than does a neutron 

near the center of the core. Thus, detected neutron chains near the 

edge will be shorter than those near the center. 

Source Strength 

To examine the effects of source strength, several measurements 

were obtained using different sources. Two types of external sources, 
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Table 6.1. Results of Time Interval Measurements on Large 
Subcritical Assembly for Different Detector Positions 

Position of 

Detector 

a 

(sec-1) 

p' 

(dollars)'' 
Y a e 

Count 
Rate 

(sec-*) 

Counting 
Time 

(hours) 

A-l 5030 ± 43® -29.47 ± .25® 1.0413 .172 .00226 38.4 15.5 

C-l 5217 ± 44 -30.56 ± .26 1.0422 .149 .00248 34.9 15.5 

E-l 5360 ± 48 -31.40 ± .28 1.0408 .135 .00253 30.5 14.6 

G-i 5644 ± 38 -33.06 ± .22 1.0360 .116 .00247 22.8 18.6 

1-1 6565 ± 77 -38.45 ± .45 1.0300 .086 .00277 13.8 16.5 

a Standard Deviation 

b 8/A - 170.7 sec-1 
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Figure 6.3. Detector Positions Used in Table 6.1 



Californium and Pu-Be, uere used and compared to that of a measurement 

using only spontaneous fission of U-238. With the detector in an 

aluminum tube in the center of the core, time interval distributions 

uere collected for several source positions. 

First, using a Pu-Be source, several measurements were performed 

at various count rates. It was with this source that the count rate of 

600 sec-1 was determined as the maximum for an observable neutron 

correlation. The Pu-Be source was then removed and a Californium-252 

source introduced into various positions of the system. This was to 

study the effect a multiple neutron emitting fission source would have 

on the system compared to that of the Pu-Be source. The results of 

these tests are compared in Table 6.2 with Fig. 6.4 illustrating the 

approximate positions of the sources. It should be noted that, because 

of the strength of the CF-252 source, it was necessary for it to be 

located at the outer edge of the core. So in many cases, only a single 

neutron per fission may have been effective in initiating chains of 

correlated neutrons. 

Table 6.2 shows that there was clearly no indication of any 

substantial effect from the introduction of an external source compared 

to the distributed spontaneous fission source of the natural uranium. 

While small changes in reactivity were noticed when comparing the Pu-Be 

source to that of the Californium source, the difference in reactivity is 

within statistical error. 
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Table 6.2. Results of Time Interval Measurements on Large Subcritical 
Assembly for Different Source Strengths 

Count 
Rate 

(sec-1) 
Source 

Position 
of Source 

a 

(sec-1) 

P' 

(dollars)'' 
y a E 

Counting 
Tine 

(hours) 

33 None - 4709 ± 46® -27.58 ± .27® 1.0413 .169 .00197 • 14.0 

60 Cf K-4 4754 ± 41 -27.84 ± .24 1.0418 .299 .00204 15.0 

131 Pu-Be J-4 4574 ± 76 -26.79 t .44 1.0452 .617 .00205 2.5 

221 C£ J-4 4649'± 30 -27.23 ± .18 1.0424 1.10 .00198 24.5 

308 Pu-Be J-3 4605 ± 578 -26.97 ± 3.4 1.0328 1.64 .00155 1.5 

a Standard Deviation 

b B/A - 170.7 sac"1 

BFg Detector 

Position 

Figure 6.4. Detector and Source Positions Used in Table 6.2 
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Detector Housing 

In order to Insert the detector into the subcritical assembly, a 

waterproof tube was used to replace the fuel element at the desired 

position. The detector was then placed vertically into the tube and 

centered between the top and bottom of the core. Initial time interval 

measurements of the assembly were performed this way using a galvanized 

steel tube. In an attempt to increase the detection efficiency, this 

galvanized steel tube was replaced with an aluminum tube. This 

presented some interesting effects, as reported in Table 6.3 and 

Fig. 6.5. 

In replacing the steel pipe with aluminum, there was a 

substantial increase in the prompt neutron decay constant. In addition, 

the fitted efficiency of the system decreased, which was opposite to the 

expected results since aluminum has a smaller absorption cross section 

for neutrons than for steel. To further evaluate this phenomenon, a 

plastic (acrylic) tube was obtained and used to hold the detector. This 

resulted in a prompt decay constant very close to that of the sjteel 

tube, but with an increase in detector efficiency. Thus, it appears that 

the aluminum pipe has some effect on the time interval experiment which 

is not understood at this time. Since the prompt reactivity and neutron 

generation time cannot be determined separately using the time interval 

technique, there is no conclusive assumption that can be made without 

further experimental measurements. 
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Table 6.3. Results of Time Interval Measurements on Large 
Subcritical Assembly for Different Detector Housings 

Detector 
Housing 

a 

(Sec~l) 

• o' 

(dollars)'5 Y 0 E 

Count 
Rate 

(sec~^) 

Counting 
Time 

(hours) 

Steel 5072 ± 47a -29.72 ± .28® 1.0390 .154 .00217 31 14.5 

Aluminum 4709 ± 46 -27.54 ± .27 1.0412 .169 .00197 33 14.5 

Plastic 5031 ± 43 -29.47 ± .25 1.0413 .172 .00226 37 15.0 

3 Standard Deviation 

b 6/A - 170.7 sec"1 

No External Source Present 
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Figure 6.5. Detector Position Used in Table 6.3 



Cadmium Rod Insertion 

To further examine some of the local effects of detector 

position, a cadniium rod was inserted into various positions of the core. 

This cadmium rod, constructed with strips of cadmium taped to a broom 

handle, measured 3/4 inch in diameter with a length equal to the height 

of the core. With the detector offset from the center of the core and 

using a Pu-Be external source, the cadmium rod was inserted in five 

different positions each at equal distance from the center. Thus, the 

reactivity of the system may be expected to be the same for each 

position. 

The results listed in Table 6.4 and Fig. 6.6 show a moderate 

decrease in measured reactivity with the insertion of the cadmium rod, 

as compared to the measurement with no rod. While the reactivity of the 

total system should be about the same with the cadmium rod in any of 

these positions, there is a statistically significant difference as the 

cadmium rod is inserted closer to the detector. This may result from 

the local effects the cadmium rod may have on the detector. Although 

the reactivity of the total system may not change, there will be 

definite reduction in chain length and average lifetime for neutrons near 

the cadmium rod. Since the primary source of correlated neutrons for 

the detector originate in the area near the detector, the result will be 

a measured lower reactivity as the cadmium rod is moved into this area. 
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Table 6.4. Results of Time Interval Measurements on Large 
Subcritical Assembly for Cadmium Rod Insertion 

Position of 
Cadmium Rod 

a 

(see-*) 

£>' 

(dollars)1* 
Y a e 

Count 
Rate 

(sec-') 

Counting 
Time 

(hours) 

None 5238 t 98s -30.67 ± .57® 1.0309 .489 .00194 81.2 5.5 

E5 5442 ± 51 -31.87 ± .30 1.0318 .451 .00202 78.6 18.5 

E4 5508 ± 48 -32.26 ± .28 1.0322 .417 .00210 78.0 20.5 

E3 5467 ± 59 -32.02 ± .33 1.0313 .449 .00198 78.5 19.4 

E2 5684 ± 91 -33.29 ± .53 1.0315 .429 .00219 78.1 6.3 

El 5949 ± 60 -34.84 ± .35 1.0284 .422 .00215 72.1 16.2 

a Standard Deviation 

b B/A - 170.7 sec"1 
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Figure 6.6. Cadmium Rod Positions for Table 6.4 



CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS - OTHER SYSTEMS 

Experiments using the time interval technique were also 

performed on two other systems. These other systems included the 

University of Arizona TRIGA reactor and a very small subcritical 

assembly made from natural uranium and light water. The experimental 

results from these systems are not as extensive as the larger 

subcritical assembly reported in Chapter 6, and were conducted to 

include some variety in the application of the time interval method. 

U of A TRIGA Reactor 

An attempt was made to obtain the prompt neutron decay constant 

of the TRIGA reactor at the University of Arizona during full shutdown. 

Using the time interval technique, three separate measurements were 

performed. With all control rods fully inserted, the BF, detector was 

placed into the lazy susan access tube, as depicted in Fig. 7.1. The 

startup source for the reactor was removed from its normal position and 

placed in the fuel storage rack to reduce the count rate of the 

detector. Time interval distributions were then collected over periods 

ranging from 17 to 21 hours. 

The results from the least squares fit are listed in Table 7.1. 

The average prompt neutron decay constant from these results is 779.3 

sec-1. By dividing this average by the known constant, 
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CORE 
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Figure 7.1. TRIGA Reactor at the University of Arizona 



Table 7.1, Results Using the TRIGA Reactor at Full Shutdown 

a 

(sec-*) 
Y a 

/ 

p b 
(dollars) 

e 
Count 
Rate 

(sec-*) 

Counting 
Time 

(hours) 

781 ± 12a 1.0528 ± .0008 .970 ± .009 -6.03 ± .09 .00012 41.5 21.7 

772 ± 13 1.0348 ±..0004 .894 ± .010 -5.96 ± .10 .00008 24.7 18.3 

784 ± 15 1.0504 ± .0010 1.01 ± .012 -6.05 ± .11 .00012 40.7 17.6 

Q 
Standard Deviation 

b B/A <= 129.6 sec"1 
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(0/A = 129.6 sec-1) for the TRIGA, the prompt reactivity of $-6.01 Is 

obtained. The prompt reactivity determined by control rod calibration 

using a combination of the positive period and rod drop methods is 

$-7.82. This 23% difference may be due to a combination of effects. 

One possibility is control rod shadowing, which is expected to give a 

total reactivity for full shutdown different from the sum of each 

control rod worth determined separately. Another possibility may be 

with the neutron generation time used to determine the prompt 

reactivity. Since the detector is placed within the graphite reflector, 

the mean diffusion time for detected neutron chains may be substantially 

longer than the mean generation time In the core. This would result in 

a measured reactivity which is greater than the correct value. This 

would then be consistent with the above data. 

If further experiments are performed on the TRIGA reactor using 

the time interval method, there are several recommendations. Further 

emphasis should be placed on obtaining better detection efficiencies. 

The maximum efficiency reported in Table 7.1 is 1.2x10"". While this is 

very near the reported efficiency of another technique using the same 

detector position (Adams, 1985), it is more than a factor of 10 less than 

the efficiencies measured for the large subcrltical assembly. Other 

papers published have reported efficiencies for subcrltical reactors on 

the order of 2.7xl0-s (Babala an Ogrin, 1967). One method to increase 

detector efficiency is to place the detector in the center of the core. 

Additionally, several measurements might be performed at different 

reactivities to determine the prompt decay constant at critical, $/A, 

which is another reactor parameter of importance. 
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Small Subcrltical Assembly 

Another system of similar makeup to that of the subcritical 

assembly in Chapter 6 was tested using the time interval technique. 

This smaller subcritical assembly, illustrated in Fig. 7.2, is comprised 

of only 60 natural uranium elements. Each element is the same as one 

single segment of the larger subcritical assembly fuel element, 

measuring 21.4 cm in length and 3 cm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 6.2. 

The water to fuel ratio for the core is approximately 4:3. 

With the BFS detector in the center of the core, the neutron 

detection count rate measured 5.0 counts per second without an external 

source. An attempt was made to insert a Pu-Be source next to the core, 

resulting in a very high count rate for the detector. This was far too 

high for the time interval distribution; thus, the measurement was 

performed using the spontaneous fission of the U-238 in the fuel as the 

neutron source. Collecting data over the weekend resulted in 55 hours 

of counting time. The final semi-log plot of the obtained distribution 

along with the least squares fit is given in Fig. 7.3. The final analysis 

resulted in a prompt neutron decay constant of 7218 ± 56 see-1. Using 

the same neutron generation time as the larger subcritical assembly, the 

prompt reactivity was determined to be $-42.28 ± .33. 

It is recommended for further time inteirval measurements on the 

small subcritical assembly, that a weak external source be used. This 

will result in less counting time being devoted to the experiment to 

obtain adequate parameters. 
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Figure 7.2. Small Subcritical Assembly 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

The general concept behind the time interval technique is 

relatively straightforward. By measuring a sufficient number of time 

intervals between consecutive neutron counts, a distribution is obtained. 

This time interval distribution is then compared to the theoretical 

distribution derived by Babala (1966). Through a non-linear least 

squares fitting code, certain parameters can be determined to include 

the prompt neutron decay constant. Additional information can be 

obtained by approximating the neutron generation time for the system 

being evaluated. Applying this approximation, along with known constants 

for the type of fissile material present, one can derive the neutron 

multiplication rate, reactivity, and detector efficiency. 

The main emphasis of this thesis has been to evaluate the time 

interval technique to determine subcriticality for a neutron multiplying 

system. Through extensive experimental analysis, the time interval 

method has been studied to examine the results of various subcritical 

assemblies. Over 50 measurements and 600 hours of data collection have 

been performed using the University of Arizona TRIGA reactor and two 

subcritical assemblies of natural uranium. These results were used to 

evaluate the advantages and limitations of applying the time interval 

technique to a finite system. 
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One of the major achievements in performing the time interval 

experiments has been in development and use of new apparatus for data 

collection. Data collected using an AT&T PC 6300 microcomputer and a 

specially designed interface board resulted in a considerable 

advancement in the initial analysis over anything previously reported for 

the time interval technique. With this procedure the time interval 

distribution can be processed, stored, and visually checked for quality 

immediately. While final analysis is presently accomplished by a VAX 

computer, further work on analyzing the distribution within the 

microcomputer may permit a fully portable system, which will give 

immediate data analysis without the large computer. Other improvements 

in the apparatus may permit a larger percentage of possible time 

intervals to be collected. An interface board capable of measuring all 

available time intervals could reduce the time of collecting data in 

half. 

Another major achievement has been an extension of the time 

interval technique to the far subcritical region. Reactivities below 

$-40 have been measured using a small subcritical assembly made with 

natural uranium and light water. Although measurements in this region 

may take hours or even days to obtain, the procedure requires little 

supervision. 

Among the different systems evaluated, a large subcritical 

assembly constructed with natural uranium and light water was the 

primary source of data. Unlike previous reports on the time interval 

technique, the effects of detector position, source strength, and core 
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configuration were examined. The majority of the measurements agreed 

well with the expected results. 

The factor with the major influence on the time interval 

technique appears to be the local effect of detector position. The 

theoretical time interval distribution is based on a point reactor model. 

The measurement has the limitation, like other statistical techniques, of 

measuring only an average behavior of neutrons near the detector, so a 

true average prompt decay constant cannot be determined with a single 

measurement. This was confirmed through varying the detector position 

in the core. Changes in reactivity from $-29 to $-38 were observed as 

the detector was moved from the center to the outer edge of the core in 

the large subcritical assembly. Since the length of the correlated 

neutron chains are expected to vary, depending on where they originate, 

the interval distribution will also vary with placement of the detector. 

This local effect was also observed when a cadmium rod was inserted 

into the core. As the cadmium rod was placed nearer to the detector, 

the greater was the decrease observed in the measured reactivity. 

The substantial increase in the prompt neutron decay constant 

when using an aluminum tube to insert the detector into the large 

subcritical core remains unresolved. The decrease in detector efficiency 

of the steel tube is not consistent with expected results. While an 

Increase in the local neutron generation could suggest a possible 

explanation, there is no conclusive explanation that can be made at this 

time without further experimental measurements. 



APPENDIX A 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

C Counting Rate (counts per second) 

P(t)dt Probability distribution 

pcc(t) Count-to-count probability distribution 

P0(t) Zero count probability distribution 

n Number of neutrons 

k Effective multiplication factor 

kp Prompt multiplication factor 

km Infinite multiplication factor 

s Source strength 

t Time 

vt Average thermal neutron velocity 

a Negative prompt neutron decay constant 

3 Delayed neutron fraction 

At Sample time interval 

T Time lag 

e Detector efficiency 

I Prompt neutron lifetime 

A Prompt neutron generation time 

td Mean diffusion time 

v Mean # of neutrons emitted per fission 
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Reactivity 

Prompt reactivity 

Reactivity in dollar units (p/B) 

Nondimensional source strength 

Standard Deviation 

Diven fission parameter 

Absorption cross section 

Disadvantage factor 



APPENDIX B 

TIME INTERVAL INTERFACE BOARD 

All neutron time interval distributions reported in this paper 

were measured with an AT&T PC 6300 microcomputer using an interface 

board specifically designed for this purpose. Control of the computer 

interface board is accomplished through the microcomputer by addressing 

specific I/O ports. This Appendix is designed to instruct the reader in 

the use of all required computer commands to operate the interface 

board. 

Compatibility 

The interface board was originally designed for an IBM personal 

computer. However, any microcomputer that is fully IBM compatible 

should be able to accept this board without modifications. This has been 

verified by the author through experiments performed with an AT&T 6300 

personal computer. If there is any doubt of the compatibility, a check 

of the positions of all address and data lines on the interface port to 

that of an IBM PC should be performed to insure electronic match up 

before any insertion of the board is tried. While all major computer 

commands listed in this Appendix are intended to be IBM compatible, it is 

possible that some computers will require slight modification of the 

software depending on the language being used. 
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Controlling I/O Ports 

Five I/O ports used In the computer control all functions of the 

board. They are listed in Table B.l. Two of these addresses are 

designed to urlte to the board while the other three are designed to 

read information from it. While all input and output is accomplished 

through common decimal notation, the relationship between binary and 

decimal should be understood in order to formulate the correct 

commands. 

Setting the Channel Width 

The clock on the board advances channels in increments set by 

the user. This is accomplished by writing to the first two addresses, 

912 and 913. Only the first four bits of address 913 are controlling 

factors in the channel width. The last four bits control enable and 

reset functions. This can be illustrated in Table B.2 where the required 

byte Is given for the corresponding channel width. To set the channel 

width, the desired byte is sent to both addresses, in decimal, using the 

following format: 

100 OUT 912, BYTE(912): REM BYTE(912) = 4 

200 OUT 913, BYTE(913): REM BYTE(913) = 0 

This will set the channel width of the board to 16 microseconds. A 

longer channel width can be acheived by setting BYTE(9I2) = 0, and 

BYTE(913) = 64. This will set the channel width to 256 microseconds. 



Table B.l. Input and Output Ports Used in Controlling 
Time Interval Interface Board 

Address 
(Dec) 

Access Function 

912 Write Sets Channel Width (.5 - 64/Jsec) 

Set to Zero for Longer Channels 

913 Write Sets Channel Width (128-1024/Wsec) 
Also Reset and Enable Functions 

914 Read Time Interval Output 
(Least Significant Byte) 

915 Read Time Interval Output 
(Most Significant Byte) 

916 Read Signal Flag. Indicates Arrival 
of Second Pulse 



Table B.2. Configuration of Bytes Used in Setting the Channel 
Width along with Reset and Enable Bits 

Channel 
Width 
(x/sec) 

Byte(912) Byte(913) Channel 
Width 
(x/sec) 

Binary 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1  0  Dec 

Binary 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Dec 

.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

1.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

2.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

4.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

8.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

16 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

32 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 A B C D 0-15 

128 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 A B C D 128-143 

256 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 A B C D 64-79 

512 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 A B C D 32-47 

1024 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 A B C D 16-31 

A = 1 (Enable input signal) 

B = 0 (Clear IC23, make ready for next trigger) 

C = 1 (Clear channel counter) 

D = 1 (Clear Time Base / counter) 
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Enable and Reset Commands 

Prior to each trigger pulse, the Interface board must be reset. 

In order to accomplish this, address 913 1s written to. Since this 

address also controls the channel width, care must be taken to maintain 

the original setting. Table B.2 includes the function of each bit 

responsible for the reset and enable functions. These first four bits 

must be added or subtracted from byte(913) to obtain the required 

action. This has been accomplished for the reader and converted to 

decimal in Table B.3. Using these figures, the time interval card can be 

reset and then enabled to start counting on the next detected pulse. An 

example of the proper commands to reset and start it once the channel 

width had been set for 128 microseconds is, 

100 OUT 913, BYTE(913): REM BYTE(913) = 131 (Reset Board) 

200 OUT 913, BYTE(913)i REM BYTE(913) = 140 (Start Board) 

This sequence is then performed after each time interval has been 

recorded to reset and restart the board. 

Reading the Time Interval 

Once the interface card has been reset and enabled, it will then 

wait for a pulse to trigger the counter. Upon receiving the pulse, the 

counter will then start advancing in increments corresponding to the 

channel width. The next incoming pulse will stop the counter and set 

the signal flag. By continuously reading the signal flag address, the 

program can determine the arrival of this second pulse. This is 

accomplished through the following command, 

100 FLAG = INP(916): REM Indicates arrival of second pulse. 
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Table B.3. Input Byte Used.to Reset and Enable Interface Board 

Channel Width 

(microsec) 

Reset Byte(913) 

(Decimal) 

Enable Byte(913) 

(Decimal) 

.5 - 64 3 12 

128 131 140 

256 67 76 

512 35 44 

1024 19 28 
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The variable, FLAG, will be set to one of the following: 

FLAG = 0: Board is still waiting for second pulse. 

FLAG = 1: Second pulse has arrived (Counter Stopped). 

FLAG = 2: Counter Overflow (Counter Stopped). 

If the board never receives the triggering pulse after being reset, the 

flag will always indicate (FLAG = 0). 

After the second pulse and the counter has stopped, addresses 

914 and 915 are read to obtain the number of increments the counter has 

advanced since the arrival of the trigger pulse. This is performed by 

reading both addresses, 

100 A1 = INP(914): REM Least significant byte (LSB). 

200 A2 = INP(915): REM Most significant byte (MSB). 

Address 914 will be the least significant portion of the counter and 

address 915 will be the most significant portion. Thus the actual 

number of channels that have advanced can be calculated by, 

100 NUM = (A2 * 256) + A1 

200 TIME = NUM * WIDTH 

where NUM is the number of channels, WIDTH is the channel width, and 

TIME is the actual time of the interval. After this has been 

accomplished and recorded in memory, the board is reset and restarted 

for the next time interval. 

Signal Input 

The signal input into the interface board is designed for the 

shaped pulse from a Canberra discriminator. Rated at +7 volts peak, 

care should be taken to avoid higher voltages or damage to some of the 



integrated circuits may be the result. A schematic of the interface 

board design is illustrated in Figs. B.l through B.3 

Summary 

The following is an example of putting the above commands 

together to achieve a small code to set the channel width, reset the 

interface board, and determine the time interval between the next two 

incoming pulses. 

100 OUT 912, BYTE(912): REM Sets channel width. 

200 OUT 913, BYTE(913): REM Reset board. 

300 OUT 913, BYTE(913): REM Enables board. 

O
 
o
 IF INP(916)=0 THEN 400: REM Awaits second pulse. 

500 A1 = INP(914): REM Reads counter (LSB). 

600 A2 = INP(915): REM Reads counter (MSB). 

700 NUM = (A2 * 256) + Al: REM Calculates channel. 

800 TIME o NUM * WIDTH: REM Calculates time interval 
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APPENDIX C 

LIST OF EQUIPMENT 

ITEM MAKE/MODEL SERIAL NUMBER 

BFg Detector RSN-7A N-691 

Counter/Timer Canberra 2071 783510 

High Voltage Power Supply Canberra 3105 8174 

Microcomputer AT&T PC 6300 47615 

Oscilloscope Tektronics 2213A BO18553 

Power Supply Canberra AP-2H 783984 

Pre-Amp and Amp Canberra 814 11831117 

Single-Channel Analyzer Ortec 406A 1456 
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APPENDIX D 

ZBASIC PROGRAM - IDA 

OOIOO REM DATE: MAR 23, 1986 
00200 MODE 4 
00300 TRONB 
00400 PRINT "" 
00500 PRINT "* *" 
00600 PRINT "* NEUTRON TIME INTERVAL ANALYZER *" 
00700 PRINT "* *" 
00800 PRINT "* BY BRIAN D. RODNEY *" 
00900 PRINT "* *" 
01000 PRINT "*#****#*#:*************************************************" 
01100 REM 
01200 REM Parts of this software were created using ZBasic (TM) 
01300 REM Portions of this code are (c) Copyrighted, 1985 by Zedcor Inc 
01400 REM 
01500 CLEAR 
01600 DIM CHAN(1000),PX(1000),PY!(5000),CM!,MAXCH,MC 
01700 DIM CHANL(1000),PYL!(1000) 
01800 DEF LEN = 20 
01900 B$="BPCFSOR1234567890" 
02000 REM 
02100 REM *********** INPUT INITIAL VALUES 
02200 REM 
02300 G=1 
02400 MCI=10 
02500 PRINT@(0,10)"WHAT CHANNEL WIDTH WOULD YOU LIKE (IN MICROSECONDS):" 
02600 PRINT 
02700 PRINT II 1) = 1024 7) = 16." 
02800 PRINT II 2) as 512 8) = 8.0" 
02900 PRINT II 3) = 256 9) = 4.0" 
03000 PRINT II 4) = 128 10) = 2.0" 
03100 PRINT II 5) = 64 11) = 1.0" 
03200 PRINT II 6) = 32 12) = 0.5" 
03300 PRINT 
03400 INPUT "TYPE IN CORESPONDING NUMBER C1t-12)? "fQl 
03500 IF QKl OR Ql>12 THEN 2500 
03600 RESTORE Ql-1 
03700 READ CW! 
03800 INPUT®(0,22) "HOW MANY CHANNELS DO YOU WANT TO MONITER? 11;MAXCHA 
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03900 IF MAXCHAC1 OR MAXCHAMOOO THEN 3800 
04000 DATA .001024, .000512, .000256, .000128, .000064, .000032 
04100 DATA .000016, .000008, .000004, .000002, .000001, .0000005 
04200 IF Ql>4 THEN 4600 
04300 BYTE1 = 0 
04400 BYTE2A = (2~<Ql+3)> + 3 
04500 GOTO 4800 
04600 BYTE1 = (2A(Ql-5)) 
04700 BYTE2A = 3 
04B00 OUT 912,BYTE1 
04900 OUT 913,BYTE2A 
05000 BYTE2B = BYTE2A + 9 
05100 MAXCH=MAXCHA 
05200 INY!=440./MCI 
05300 INX!=760./MAXCH 
05400 FOR L=0 TO MAXCH 
05500 PX(L)=220+L*INX! 
05600 PY!(L)=500 - CHAN(L)*INY! 
05700 PYL!(L)=500 - CHANL(L)*INY! 
05800 NEXT L 
05900 GOSUB "DRAW" 
06000 TROFF 
06100 GOTO "PAUSE2" 
06200 REM 
06300 "DRAM": REM ****************** DRAM GRAPH ********************* 
06400 REM 
06500 MODE 15 
06600 PRINT® (30,0) "STANDARD PLOT (COUNTS vs CHANNEL)" 
06700 IF 6=1 THEN 6900 
O6BOO PRINT0(3O,O) "SEMI-LOG PLOT (COUNTS vs CHANNEL) 
06900 BOX 200,50 TO 1000,550 
07000 PRINT@(0,2) " MAX COUNT" 
07100 BOX 10,115 TO 130,165 
07200 PRINT@(0,7) "TOTAL TIME" 
07300 BOX 10,265 TO 130,315 
07400 PRINT@(0,12) "CHAN WIDTH" 
07500 BOX 10,420 TO 130,470 
07600 PRINT@(1,4) USING"########";MC 
07700 PRINT@(1,9) USING"#######.#";TC# 
07800 IF 01=12 THEN 8100 
07900 PRINT@(1,14)USING"#.######";CW! 
08000 GOTO 8200 
08100 PRINT®(1,14)USING".#######";CW! 
08200 IF LALS=2 THEN 9200 
08300 IF G=1 THEN 8900 
08400 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
08500 IF CHAN(L)=0 THEN 8700 
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08600 PLOT PX(L),PY!(L) 
08700 NEXT L 
08800 SOTO 9200 
08900 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
09000 PLOT PX(L),PY!(L) 
09100 NEXT L 
09200 IF LALS=0 THEN 9800 
09300 PLOT PX(1),PYL!(1) 
09400 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
09500 IF CHANL(L)=0 THEN 9700 
09600 PLOT TO PX(L),PYL!(L) 
09700 NEXT L 
09800 FOR L=220 TO 980 STEP 76 
09900 PLOT L,550 TO L,535 
10000 NEXT L 
10100 PRINT*/.<205,600) 0 
10200 PRINTX(580,600) MAXCH/2 
10300 PRINT"/.(950,600) MAXCH 
10400 PRINT0C2O,22)"CB3 • BEGIN ZR1 
10500 IF G=1 THEN 10700 
10600 PRINTS(20,22)" EB3 = BEGIN CRJ 
10700 PRINT@(20,24)"CC3 = CLEAR CF] 
10800 RETURN 
10900 REM 
11000 REM ******************** COMMAND SECTION *********************** 
11100 REM 
11200 "RESET": REM *********************** RESET ********************** 
11300 BOX FILL 500,677 TO 530,700 
11400 SOUND 500,100 
11500 DELAY 1000 
11600 CLS 
11700 PRINT@(0,11) "DO YOU REALLY WANT TO DO THIS (Y/N)"5 
11800 INPUT !&1,Q$ 
11900 IF Q$="Y" THEN 100 
12000 IF Q$<>"N" THEN 11700 
12100 GOSUB "DRAW" 
12200 GOTO "PAUSE2" 
12300 "MAG": REM ************************ MAGNIFY ******************** 
12400 M=VAL(A$> 
12500 COLOR 0 
12600 IF M>0 THEN 12800 
12700 11=10 
12800 INX!=7600./M/MAXCHA 
12900 FOR L=1 TO MAXCHA 
13000 IF L>MAXCH THEN 13300 
13100 PLOT PX(L),PY!(L) 
13200 IF LALS>0 THEN 13400 

= RESTART CS3 

= RESTART CS3 
= FAST MODE C03 

= SEMI-LOG" 

= STANDARD PLOT" 
= OTHER"; 
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18000 CLS 
18100 PRINT@(0,10) "DO YOU REALLY WANT TO DO THIS (Y/N)"j 
18200 INPUT !Stl,A« 
18300 IF A$="Y" THEN 18700 
18400 IF A$<>"N" THEN 18100 
18500 GOSUB "DRAW" 
18600 GOTO "PAUSE2" 
18700 FOR L=1 TO MAXCHA 
18800 PY!(L)=500 
18900 CHAN(L)=0 
19000 NEXT L 
19100 INY!=440./10. 
19200 TC#=0.0 
19300 MC=0 
19400 GOSUB "DRAM" 
19500 GOTO "POINTS" 
19600 "QUIT": REM ***************************** QUIT ************* 
19700 BOX FILL 515,740 TO 545,763 
19B00 SOUND 500,100 
19900 DELAY 1000 
20000 PRINT®(40,24) "CQ3"; 
20100 CLS 
20200 PRINT@(0,10) "DO YOU REALLY WANT TO DO THIS (Y/N)"; 
20300 INPUT !&1,;A$ 
20400 IF A$="Y" THEN MODE 4: END 
20500 IF A$<>"N" THEN 20200 
20600 GOSUB "DRAW" 
20700 GOTO "PAUSE2" 
20800 "SHIFT": REM ***************************** SHIFT ************ 
20900 BOX FILL 745,677 TO 775,700 
21000 SOUND 500,100 
21100 DELAY 1000 
21200 IF G=2 THEN 21600 
21300 PRINT@(30,0) "SEMI-LOG PLOT (COUNTS vs CHANNEL) 
21400 PRINT@(58,22) nCS] = STANDARD PLOT" 
21500 G=2: GOTO "POINTS" 
21600 PRINT@(30,0) "STANDARD PLOT (COUNTS vs CHANNEL) 
21700 PRINT@(58,22) "CS3 = SEMI-LOG 
21800 IF MOIO THEN 22100 
21900 INY!=440./10. 
22000 GOTO 22200 
22100 INY!=440./(MC*1•1) 
22200 G=l: GOTO "POINTS" 
22300 "SAVE": REM **************************** SAVE **************** 
22400 MODE 4: TRONB 
22500 INPUT@(0,10) "WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO NAME THE OUTPUT FILE? ";F$ 
22600 IF LEN(F$)=0 THEN 24400 
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22700 OPEN "0",1,F* 
22800 CLS 
22900 PRINT@(20,10) "SAVING DATA..." 
23000 PRINT #1,MAXCH 
23100 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
23200 TIM!=CW!*L 
23300 PRINT #lrTIM! 
23400 PRINT #1,CHAN(L> 
23500 NEXT L 
23600 CLOSE ttl 
23700 TROFF 
23800 GOSUB "DRAW" 
23900 GOTO "PAUSE2" 
24000 "OTHER" 
24100 BOX FILL 745,740 TO 775,763 
24200 SOUND 500,100 
24300 DELAY 1000 
24400 NODE 4 
24500 PRINT@(0,4) ************* OTHER COMMANDS *********************" 
24600 PRINT 
24700 PRINT " 1) = SAVE DATA" 
24800 PRINT " 2) = PRINT GRAPH" 
24900 PRINT " 3) = PRINT OUT DATA" 
25000 PRINT " 4) = LEAST SQUARES PLOT" 
25100 PRINT " 5) = READ IN DATA FILE" 
25200 PRINT " 6) = RETURN TO SCREEN" 
25300 PRINT " 7) = QUIT" 
25400 PRINT 
25500 PRINT "TYPE IN CORESPONDING NUMBER: "; 
25600 INPUT !&1,Q2 
25700 IF Q2<1 OR Q2>7 THEN 24400 
25800 CLS 
25900 ON Q2 GOTO "SAVE",26000,37400,"LALS",33B00,40100,20100 
26000 "PLOT"!REM *********************** PLOT ***************** 
26100 IF G=2 THEN 26500 
26200 MY=100 
26300 COLOR 1 
26400 DO: MY=MY+100: UNTIL MY>MC 
26500 MODE 15 
26600 BOX 220,50 TO 980,550 
26700 FOR L=0 TO 4 
26800 P!=220 +L*190 
26900 PLOT P!,550 TO P!,535 
27000 PLOT P!,50 TO P!,65 
27100 PRINTS(P!-60,600) USING"######"; CMAXCH*L)/4 *CW! *1000000 
27200 NEXT L 
27300 IF 6=2 THEN 28200 



27400 FOR L#=0 TO 4 
27500 NPP#=MY-<MY*L#>/4.0 
27600 P!=50 +L#*125 
27700 PLOT 220,P! TO 230,P! 
27800 PLOT 980,P! TO 970,P! 
27900 PRINT3U80,P!+4) USING"#######";NPP# 
28000 NEXT L# 
28100 GOTO 29600 
28200 Bl#=10 
28300 PT!=LOG(TP#) 
28400 J1!=L0GCB1#) 
28500 PRINTX<80,550> USING"#######"; Bl# 
28600 FOR L#=B1# TO Bl#*10 STEP Bl#l 
28700 IF L#>TP# THEN 29600 
28800 J2!=L0G(L#) 
28900 P2!=550. - CJ21-J1!>*500./<PT!-J1!) 
29000 IF L#<> Bl#*10 THEN NEXT L# 
29100 PLOT 220,P2! TO 230,P2! 
29200 PLOT 980,P2! TO 970,P2! 
29300 PRINTX(80,P2!-10) USING"#######"fBl#*10 
29400 B1#=L# 
29500 GOTO 28600 
29600 REM ** PLOT POINTS 
29700 IF G=2 THEN 30900 
29800 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
29900 FG!= 550. -CHAN(L)/MY*500. 
30000 PLOT PX(L),FG! 
30100 NEXT L 
30200 IF LALS=0 THEN 30800 
30300 PLOT PX(1>,<550.-CHANL<1>/MY*500.) 
30400 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
30500 FG!=550.-CHANL(L)/MY*500. 
30600 PLOT TO PX(L),FG! 
30700 NEXT L 
30800 GOTO 32700 
30900 FG!=500./(PT!-J1!) 
31000 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
31100 BB=CHAN(L> 
31200 BL!=LOG(BB) 
31300 IF BB<11 THEN 31600 
31400 FP!=550.-(BL!-J1!)*FG! 
31500 PLOT PX<L),FP! 
31600 NEXT L 
31700 IF LALS=0 THEN 32700 
31800 BL!=L0G(CHANL(1)> 
31900 PLOT PX<1),(550.-(BL!-J1!)*FG!) 
32000 FOR L= 1 TO MAXCH 
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32100 BB=CHANL(L) 
32200 BL!=L0G(BB) 
32300 IF BBC 11 THEN 32600 
32400 FP!=550.-(BL!-J1!)*FG! 
32500 PLOT PX(L),FP! 
32600 NEXT L 
32700 IF G=2 THEN 33000 
32800 PRINT@(31,22) "STANDARD PLOT (COUNT vs MICROSEC)" 
32900 GOTO 33100 
33000 PRINTQ(31,22) "SEMI-LOG PLOT (COUNT vs MICROSEC)" 
33100 PRINT@(0,24) "TYPE 'P' TO PRINT"; 
33200 INPUT ;!&1,A« 
33300 PRINT®(0,24) " 
33400 IF A$<>"P" THEN 33600 
33500 PAGE LPRINT 
33600 GOSUB "DRAM" 
33700 GDTO "PAUSE2" 
33800 REM ***** READ IN DATA *************************************** 
33900 MODE 4 
34000 INPUT6K0,10) "WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE? ";F$ 
34100 IF LEN(F$)<1 THEN 24400 
34200 OPEN "I",2,F$ 
34300 TC#=0 
34400 6=1 
34500 MCI=10 
34600 CLS 
34700 PRINT@(10,10) "READING DATA..."; 
34800 PRINT " ";F* 
34900 INPUT #2,MAXCHA 
35000 FOR L=1 TO MAXCHA 
35100 IF LALS>0 THEN 35500 
35200 INPUT #2,PY!(L) 
35300 INPUT #2fCHAN(L) 
35400 GOTO 35700 
35500 INPUT #2,PYL!(L) 
35600 INPUT #2fCHANL(L) 
35700 IF MCI>CHAN(L) THEN 35900 
35800 MCI=CHAN(L) 
35900 IF MCI>CHANL(L) THEN 36100 
36000 MCI=CHANL(L) 
36100 TC#=TC#+CHAN(L) 
36200 NEXT L 
36300 MC=MCI 
36400 MCI=MCI*1.1 
36500 CLOSE 
36600 IF LALS>0 THEN 36800 
36700 CM!=PY!(1) 
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36800 RESTORE 0 
36900 FOR Ql=l TO 12 
37000 READ LJK! 
37100 IF CW!=LJK! THEN 37300 
37200 NEXT Q1 
37300 GOTO 4200 
37400 PRINT@(0,10) "TO PRINTER (Y/N)"; 
37500 INPUT!&1,Q* 
37600 IF Q$="Y" THEN 37800 
37700 IF Q*<>"N" THEN 37400 ELSE 37900 
37800 ROUTE 128 • 
37900 CLS 
38000 PRINT "CHANNEL WIDTH (MICROSEC) = ";CW!*1000000 
38100 PRINT 
38200 PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF CHANNELS USED = ";MAXCH 
38300 PRINT 
38400 PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF NEUTRON COUNTS RECORDED = ";TC# 
38500 PRINT 
38600 TRONB 
38700 PRINT 
38B00 PRINT "CHANNEL TIME (MICROSEC) COUNTS RECORDED" 
38900 PRINT "========================================================" 

39000 PRINT 
39100 FOR L=0 TO MAXCH 
39200 TIM!=L#CW! 
39300 PRINT TAB(l);L;TAB(18);;TIM!;TAB<45);CHAN(L) 
39400 NEXT L 
39500 ROUTE 0 
39600 TROFF 
39700 IF Q$="Y" THEN 40000 
39800 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO RETURN TO SCREEN..."; 
39900 INPUT !&1,A* 
40000 CLS: GOTO 24500 
40100 GOSUB "DRAW": GOTO "PAUSE2" 
40200 "FAST" 
40300 BOX FILL 500,740 TO 530,763 
40400 SOUND 500,100 
40500 DELAY 1000 
40600 MODE 4 
40700 PRINT@<21,10) "**** SUPER FAST MODE ****" 
40800 PRINT@<20,13) " * HIT ANY KEY TO START *" 
40900 DO: UNTIL LEN(INKEY$) 
41000 CLS 
41100 COLOR 1,160,15 
41200 PRINT@(33,10) " RUNNING " 
41300 COLOR 0,8,0 
41400 PRINT@(19,15) "** HIT ANY KEY TO RETURN TO SCREEN **" 
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41500 OUT 913,BYTE2B 
41600 IF INP<916>=0 THEN 41600 
41700 W3=INP(914): W4=INP<915) 
41800 OUT 913rBYTE2A: OUT 913,BYTE2B 
41900 A=256*W4+W3 
42000 TC#=TC#+< A*CW!)+CW!/2 
42100 IF A>MAXCHA THEN 41600 
42200 CHAN<A)=CHAN(A)+1 
42300 IF LEN(INKEY$)=0 THEN 41600 
42400 CLS 
42500 PRINT@(10f10> "PLEASE STAND BY..." 
42600 REM TC#=0 
42700 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
42800 B=CHAN(L) 
42900 REM TC#=TC#+B 
43000 IF B<MC THEN 43200 
43100 MC=B 
43200 NEXT L 
43300 GOSUB "DRAW 
43400 INY!=440./(MC*1.1) 
43500 GOTO "POINTS" 
43600 "LALS": REM *************************** READ LALS FIT ********** 
43700 LALS=1 
43800 GOTO 33800 
43900 "POINTS": REM ************************** PLOT POINTS *********** 
44000 COLOR 0 
44100 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
44200 PLOT PX(L),PY!(L) 
44300 NEXT L 
44400 IF LALS=0 THEN 44900 
44500 PLOT PX(1),PYL!(1) 
44600 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
44700 PLOT TO PXCL),PYL!(L) 
44800 NEXT L 
44900 COLOR 1 
45000 IF G=1 THEN 45400 
45100 TP#=1 
45200 DO: TP#=TP#*10: UNTIL TP#>MC 
45300 INL!=440/L0G(TP#): GOTO 45700 
45400 IF INY!< (440./(MC+l>) THEN 45700 
45500 INY!=INY!/2.0 
45600 GOTO 45400 
45700 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
45800 D=CHAN(L) 
45900 IF G=2 THEN 46200 
46000 PY!(L)=500. - D*INY! 
46100 GOTO 46400 
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46200 IF D=0 THEN 46500 
46300 PY!(L)=500. - L0G(D)*INL! 
46400 PLOT PX(L),PY!<L> 
46500 NEXT L 
46600 IF LALS»0 THEN 47900 
46700 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
46800 D=CHANL(L) 
46900 IF G=2 THEN 47200 
47000 PYL!<L)=500.-D*INY! 
47100 GOTO 47400 
47200 IF D=0 THEN 47400 
47300 PYL!(L)=500.-L0G(D)*INL! 
47400 NEXT L 
47500 PLOT PXC1),PYL.'<1) 
47600 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
47700 PLOT TO PX(L),PYL!(L) 
47800 NEXT L 
47900 GOTO "PAUSE2" 
48000 "RUNNING": REM ******** STANDARD GRAPH RUNNING MODE *********** 
48100 REM 
48200 GOSUB "READ" 
48300 REM 
48400 IF B<MC THEN 48600 
48500 MC=B 
48600 C0L0R=0 
48700 PLOT PX(A)fPY!(A) 
48800 IF G=1 THEN 49100 
48900 PY!(A)= 500. -LOG(B)*INL! 
49000 GOTO 49200 
49100 PY!(A)=PY!(A)-INY! 
49200 IF PY!(A)>60 THEN 51500 
49300 IF G=1 THEN 50600 
49400 TP#=TP#*10 
49500 INL!= 440./LOG(TP#) 
49600 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
49700 D=CHAN<L> 
49800 COLOR 0 
49900 PLOT PX(L)fPY!(L) 
50000 COLOR 1 
50100 IF D=0 THEN 50400 
50200 PY!(L)=500. - LOGCD)*INL! 
50300 PLOT PX(L),PY!CL) 
50400 NEXT L 
50500 GOTO 51700 
50600 INY! = INY!/2.0 
50700 FOR L=1 TO MAXCH 
50800 PLOT PX(L),PY!(L) 
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50900 C0L0R=1 
51000 PY!(L)=500. - CHAN(L) * INY! 
51100 PLOT PX(L>, PY!(L) 
51200 C0L0R=0 
51300 NEXT L 
51400 GOTO 51700 
51500 C0L0R=1 
51600 PLOT PX(A),PY!(A) 
51700 PRINT@<1,4) USING"#####»##"jMC 
51800 PRINT@<1,9> USING"#######.#";TC# 
51900 A$=INKEY$ 
52000 IF LEN<A$>=0 THEN 48200 
52100 P=INSTR(2,B$,A$> 
52200 IF P=0 THEN 48200 
52300 IF P>7 THEN "MAG" 
52400 ON P GOTO 48200,"PAUSE","CLEAR","FAST","SHIFT","OTHER","RESET" 
52500 STOP 
52600 "READ": REM ************* READ & RESET CARD ****************** 
52700 REM 
52800 IF INP(916)=0 THEN 52800 
52900 A=INP(914) + INPC915)*256 
53000 TC#=TC#+(A*CW!> +CW!/2 
53100 OUT 913,BYTE2A 
53200 OUT 913,BYTE2B 
53300 IF A>MAXCHA OR A<1 THEN 52800 
53400 B=CHAN(A)+1 
53500 CHAN(A)=B 
53600 REM TC#=TC#+1 
53700 IF A>MAXCH THEN 52800 
53BOO RETURN 
53900 END 



appendix e 

fortran program - bab 

C 
C PROGRAM BABALA 
C 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM READS THE INTERVAL DISTRIBUTIOM DATA FILE 
C AND CONDUCTS A LEAST SQUARES FIT USING BABALA'S EQUATIONS. 
C 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM MUST BE LINKED WITH LALS1 
C 

CHARACTER NAM*15, TITLE*40, 0UT*15, QUES*3 
COMMON Y(IOOO), X(IOOO), W(IOOO), IX(20), PG(20), P(20), SP(20), 

1 YC(IOOO), DY(IOOO), BM(20,21), TITLE, ZtlO), Q000FL(20) 
COMMON / INDEX / Nf IK, IM, IW, M, IB, ITEST, IPR, IFG 

1 , TEST, WVAR, SSQ, IDF, DET, YT, CR, CW, DOL, EX 
IK-4 
TH=5.4E-5 
BETA=0.0070 
DIV=.795 
NU=2.43 

C 
Co, 0,0,0,,!/a/0,0,0/0,0,0, dcan i\ata 

C 
WRITE (*,10) 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE TO BE READ? ' 

10 FORMAT (.///, IX, A47,$) 
READ (*,20) NAM 

20 FORMAT (A15) 
OPEN<UNIT=li,NAME=NAM,STATUS='OLD') 
WRITE (*,'(//)') 
READ(11,*) N 
PRINT *,'NUMBER OF CHANNELS = ',N 
WRITE (*,21) 'READING FILE...' 

21 FORMAT (//,1X,A15) 
DO 12345 L=1,N 

108 
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READ(11,*) X(L) 
READ(11,*) Y(L) 
X(L)=X(L)+X(l)/2 

12345 CONTINUE 
CW=X(1)/(1.5) 
WRITE(*,5432) 'WEIGHING OPTION (1-4) = ' 

5432 FORMAT (//,IX,A24,$) 
READ(*,*> WEIGHT 
PRINT*,' ' 
IF (WEIGHT-!) 23,24,25 

23 DO 26 L=1,N 
W(L)=1.0 

26 CONTINUE 
GOTO 29 

24 DO 27 L=1,N 
W(L)=1/Y(L) 

27 CONTINUE 
GOTO 29 

25 IF(WEIGHT.EQ.3) GOTO 321 
DO 320 L=1,N 
W(L)=Y(L)/Y(1) 

320 CONTINUE 
GOTO 29 

321 DO 281 L=1,N 
W(L)=1/Y(L)**2 

281 CONTINUE 
29 CONTINUE 

CLOSE(11) 
C 
C ******* INPUT INITIAL GUESSES ********************************** 
C 

WRITE (*,40) 'WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO NAME THE OUTPUT FILE? ' 
40 FORMAT (//,IX,A46,$) 

READ (*,50) OUT 
50 FORMAT (A15) 

WRITE (*,30) 'HOW MANY CHANNELS DO YOU WANT TO USE IN THE FIT? ' 
30 FORMAT (//,IX,A50,$) 

READ *,N 
75 FORMAT (15) 

WRITE(*,80) 
80 FORMAT (//,1X,'WHAT IS YOUR GUESS AT THE PROMPT REACTIVIT 

CY (NEG DOLLARS)? ',$) 
READ *,REAC 
PG(1)=REAC*BETA/TH 
WRITE(*,82) 

82 FORMAT(//,IX,'WHAT IS YOUR GUESS AT GAMMA? ',$) 
READ *,PG(2) 
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WRITE(*,84) 
84 FORMATC//,IX,'WHAT IS YOUR SUESS AT SIGMA? ',$) 

READ *,PG<3) 
CALL GUESSKPG(l) ,PG(2),PG(3),CW,Y(1),PG<4)> 

888 CONTINUE 
C 
^  ^ ^ s t a r t  | ®  
c 

OPEN <UNIT=9,NAME=OUT,STATUS='NEW') 
WRITE <*,'(////)') 
PRINT*,' P<1) P<2) P<3) PC4)' 
PRINT *,'=====================================================: 

PRINT *,' ' 
987 PRINT *fPG<l),PGC2)lPG<3)fPG<4) 

DO 207 L=l,4 
207 SP(L)=0 
C 

CALL LALS1 
C 

T0T=0 
DO 777 L=l,4 
TOT=TOT+ABS(PG(L)-P(L)) 
PG(L)=P(L) 

777 CONTINUE 
IF (TOT.LE..01) GOTO 5678 
GOTO 987 

C 
C PRINT OUT RESULTS 
C 
5678 CONTINUE 

RO=P<t)*TH 
DOL=RO/BETA 
CR= <P <2)**2-1)*P(1)*P(3)/2 
DEFF=(P(2)**2-l)/2/DIV*<<Pa)*TH)**2) 
S0URCE=P(3)*NU*DIV/TH 
C1=1+R0 
C5=1/C1 
C2=1+R0+SP<1)*TH 
SDE=ABS(C5-1/C2) 
DO 5679 L=l,4 

5679 SP(L)=SP<L)/P<L)*100 
WRITE <9,'(////)') 
WRITE C9,*) 'DATE/TITLE: ' 
WRITE (9,'(//)') 
WRITE (9,*) 'WEIGHING OPTION = »,WEIGHT 
WRITE (9,'(//)') 
WRITE (9,*) 'CHANNEL WIDTH = »,CW 
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write (g t t 
WRITE <9',*) 'NUMBER OF CHANNELS USED = ',N 
WRITE (9,'(//)') 
WRITE (*,'(///)') 
WRITE (9,*) ' ' 
PRINT *, ' 

1 STANDARD DEVIATION C/.)' 
PRINT *, ' 

WRITE (9,*) ' 
1 STANDARD DEVIATION <"/.)' 
WRITE (9,$) ' 

PRINT ' 
WRITE (9,*) ' ' 
PRINT *, 'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR ALPHA IS 
WRITE(9,*)'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR ALPHA IS 
PRINT *, 'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR GAMMA IS 
WRITE(9f*)'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR GAMMA IS 
PRINT *, 'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR SIGMA IS 
WRITE(9,*)'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR SIGMA IS 
PRINT *, 'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR CONST IS 
WRITE(9,*)'THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FOR CONST IS 
PRINT *, ' ' 
WRITE (9,*) ' ' 
SD=SPU)*D0L/100 
PRINT *, 'THE PROMPT REACT IS 
C ',DOL,' (+/-) ',SD,'DOLLARS' 
WRITE (9,*) 'THE PROMPT REACT IS 
C ',D0L,' <+/-) ',SD,'DOLLARS' 
PRINT *,' ' 
WRITE (9,*) ' ' 
PRINT *, 'THE PROMPT Keff IS ',C5,' (+/-) ',SDE 
WRITE(9,*)'THE PROMPT Keff IS ',C5,' (+/-) ',SDE 
PRINT ' 
WRITE (9 St) ' ' 
PRINT 'THE ESTIMATED COUNT RATE (CTS/SEC) IS ',CR 
WRITE(9r*)'THE ESTIMATED COUNT RATE (CTS/SEC) IS ',CR 
PRINT ' 
WRITE (9 #) ' ' 
PRINT *,' 'THE ESTIMATED DETECTOR EFFICIENCY IS ',DEFF 
WRITE(9,*)'THE ESTIMATED DETECTOR EFFICIENCY IS ',DEFF 
PRINT ' 
WRITE (9,*) ' ' 
PRINT 'THE ESTIMATED SOURCE STRENGTH IS ',SOURCE 
WRITE(9f*)'THE ESTIMATED SOURCE STRENGTH IS SOURCE 
PRINT *,' ' 

P(l),' 1 ,SP(1) 
P(l),' > ,SP(1) 
P(2),' f rSP(2) 
P(2),' > ,SP(2) 
P(3)f' t rSP(3) 
P(3),' t ,SP(3) 
P(4)t' r rSP(4) 
P(4)f' t ,SP(4) 
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PRINT ' 
PRINT *,'ALL DONE .... THANK YOU!!!!' 
PRINT ' 
CLOSE(9) 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE GUESSK PlfP2,P3,WWtCl,P4 > 
DIMENSION PG(2Q), C(500) 
PG<1)=P1 
PG(2)=P2 
PG(3)=P3 
C(1)=C1 

C 
EP=1/EXP(PG<1)*PG<2>*UW> 
TAU= < PG(2)+1)**2-< PG < 2)-1>**2*EP 
SS=<PG(2>+1)+<PGC2)-1)*EP 
PP0=EXP(-(PG(3)*<(PG(2)-1)*PG(1)*WM+2*L0G(TAU/(4*PG(2))))>) 
PC1=PP0*(2*SS/TAU>**2 
PC2=(l+(<2*PG<2m2)/(PG<3)*SS**2>>*EP> 
PCC=PC1*PC2 
PG(4)=C(1)/PCC 
P4=PG(4) 
RETURN 
END 



appendix f 

fortran subroutine - las1 

C 
SUBROUTINE LALS1 

c 
c 
C LALS IS A GENERAL NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES FITTING CODE 
C WRITTEN AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB. 
c 
C MODIFIED BY BRIAN D. RODNEY <09 FEB 1986) 
c 

C 
COMMON YC1000), X(IOOO), WC1000), IXC20), PG<20>, P<20>, SPC20), 

1 YC(IOOO), DY(IOOO), BM<20,21), TITLE, Z(10>, Q000FL(20) 
DIMENSION PART(IO) 
COMMON / INDEX / N, IK, IM, IW, M, IB, ITEST, IPR, IFG 

1 , TEST, WVAR, SSQ, IDF, DET, YT, CR, CW, DOL, EX 
1 IDF = 0 
DET = 0.0 
SSQ =0.0 
WVAR = 0.0 
CALL INPUT1 

SO CONTINUE 
CALL P S PAK 

70 CONTINUE 
CALL R S PAK 

SO CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

C 
SUBROUTINE INPUT1 
COMMON YC1000), X(IOOO), W(1000), IX(20), PG<20>, P<20>, SP(20), 

1 YC(IOOO), DY<1000), BM(20,21), TITLE, Z(10), Q000FLC20) 
COMMON / INDEX / N, IK, IM, IW, M, IB, ITEST, IPR, IFG 

1 , TEST, WVAR, SSQ, IDF, DET, YT, CR, CW, DOL, EX 

113 
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NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
IK = 4 

IM = 0 
iw = 0 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
M = 1 

IB= 1 
ITEST = 0 
IPR = 0 
IFG = 0 
D0110I=1,N 
YC(I)=0.0 

110 DY(I)=0.0 
D0301I=1,IK 
IX(I)=0 
P(I)=0.0 

301 SP(I>=0.0 
604 LK=IK+1 

DD2BI=1,IK 
D028J=lfLK 

28 BM(I,J)=0.0 
790 D0305I=2,M 

D0305J=1,N 
305 X(J)=0.0 
6 TEST = 0.000001 
H=INT(N/2) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE P S PAK 
COMMON Y(1000), X(IOOO), W(1000), IX(20), PG(20), P(20), SP(20), 

1 YC(IOOO), DY(IOOO), BM(20,21), TITLE(SO), Z(10>, Q000FL(20) 
COMMON / INDEX / N, IKf IM, IM, M, IB, ITEST, IPR, IF6 

1 , TEST, WVAR, SSQ, IDF, DET, YT,CR ,CW, DOL, EX 
DIMENSION AN(20),TEMP(41),AM(20,20),DP(20),PC(20) 

1005 FORMAT(///115H K A(K,L) 
1 B(K)//) 

1006 F0RMAT(I5,1P5E17.7/(1PE21.7,1P4E17.7)) 
1007 F0RMAT(1H+1P1E119.7//) 
1008 FORMAT(24H0VALUE OF DETERMINANT •= 1P1E14.7///) 
1009 FORMAT(56H K INVERSE OF A(K,L) 

1/ / )  
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1010 FORMATC1H0) 
1014 FORMAT(1H1) 
1019 FORMATC///,16, ' ITERATIONS ') 

ITS=0 
IHSP=0 
M25C=0 
KOOOFX = 2 
VAR =0.0 
SS = 0.0 
LIES=0 

1100 DO 1101 1=1,IK 
DP(I)=0.0 
PC(I)=PQ(I> 
BMC 1,1) = 0.0 
SP(I)=0.0 

1101 P(I)=PQ(I) 
LIT = 0 
LIE = 0 

51 LICK = 0 
K=IK-IM 

1103 IT=0 
KP=K+1 
IF(K) 1102, 11011,11032 

11011 LIES = 1 
GO TO 110B7 

11032 D011081=1,K 
D01108J=1,KP 
IF(J-KP)1104,1105,1105 

1104 AM(I,J)=0.0 
1105 IF(I+1-J)1106,1107,1106 
1106 BM(I,J)=0.0 

GOTO1108 
1107 BM(I,J)=1.0 
1108 CONTINUE 

H = 1.0 
IT=IT+1 

11087 D021122L=1,N 
DO 11084 J = 1, M 

11084 Z(J) = X(L) 
66 CALLYPSCL) 

11085 IFCLIES)11086,11086,1115 
11086 JACK=0 

D09003JUK=1,IK 
IF(IM)1102,9002,9001 

9001 D01110J0KE=1,IM 
IFtJUK-IX(JOKE)>1110,11131,1110 

1110 CONTINUE 



9002 JAKE=JUK-JACK 
AN(JAKE) = QOOOFL(JUK) 
GO TO 9003 

11131 JACK=JACK+1 
9003 CONTINUE 
1115 YC(L) = YT 

DY(L) = Y(L) - YC(L) 
IF(LIES)21116,21116,31117 

31117 VAR=VAR+W(L)*DY(L>**2 
SS=SS+DY(L)**2 
GO TO 21122 

21116 IF(K)1102,21122,1117 
1117 D011221=1,K 

DO 1122 J=I,KP 
IF(J-KP)U18f 1119,1119 

1118 AM(I,J)=AM(I,J)+AN(I)*AN(J)*W(L) 
GO TO 1122 

1119 BM(I,l)=BMa,l)+AN(I)*DY(L)*W(L> 
1122 CONTINUE 
21122 CONTINUE 

V = 0.0 
DO 60 L = 1,N 

60 V = V + W(L) *DY(L) **2 
IF (LIES) 21128, 21128, 1153 

21128 IF (K - 1) 21129, 21129, 31123 
31123 D031124 J=2,K 

JIG = J - 1 
DO 31124 1=1,JIG 

31124 AM(J,I) = AM(I,J) 
21129 IF (K) 1102, 1123, 11221 
11221 IF(K000FX.EQ.2> GO TO 11251 
1123 KOOOFX = 1 

IF (K) 1102, 1152, 21123 
21123 IFCIPR)11251,11251,21148 
21148 CONTINUE 

DDI1241=1,K 
CONTINUE 

1124 CONTINUE 
11251 IF(LIE) 1102, 6000,7000 
6000 KT = 1 

GO TO 8000 
7000 KT=KP 
8000 IF (K - 1) 1152, 3000, 4000 
3000 DET = AM(1,1> 

BMC1,1) = BM(1,1)/AM(1,1) 
BM(lf2> = 1.0/AM(lf1) 
G0T01131 
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4000 KPL=K+1 
CALL LS5CK,KPL,20,AM,BM,TEMP,DET) 

1131 CONTINUE 
1133 JUK = 0 

DO 11351 1=1,IK 
14332 IF CIM) 1102, 11343, 11331 
11331 D01134J0KE=1,IM 

IF(I - IXCJOKE)) 1134, 11352, 1134 
1134 CONTINUE 
11343 JAKE = I - JUK 

IF(IFG-1)27002,22353,6661 
27002 IF(IT-5)6661,6661,22353 
6661 DPCI) = BM(JAKE, 1) 
16666 PCCI) = PCI) + H* DPCI) 

GO T0<7777, 26666), KOOOFX 
26666 IFCIFG-1)27000,11351,6667 
27000 IF(IT-5)6667,6667,11351 
7777 KOOOFX = 1 

GOTO11351 
6667 IF(PCI)*PCCI))6668,11351, 11351 
6668 H = H/2.0 

IF (H - >1E-09) 12352, 16666, 16666 
11352 JUK = JUK + 1 
11351 CONTINUE 

GO TO (1147,1142) , KOOOFX 
22353 IF(IT-25)6661,6661,13000 
13000 ITS=IT 
11341 IFCABSCDPCI)) - ABSCBMCJAKE,1)))11342, 11342, 6661 
11342 H = H/2.0 

IF(H-.1E-09)12352,6661,6661 
12352 IHSP=1 

G0T01102 
1142 IFCIPR)1145,1145,1143 
1143 CONTINUE 
13100 F0RMATC1H0I3,1P2E17.7) 

D011441=1,IK 
1144 CONTINUE 
1145 JERK = 0 

DO 1146 I = 1,IK 
IF (PCI)) 11451, 11452, 11451 

11451 IF(ABSCCPCCI)-PCI))/PCI))- TEST ) 1146, 1146, 1148 
11452 JERK = JERK + I 
1146 CONTINUE 

IF CJERK - IK) 1147, 1148, 1148 
1147 KOOOFX = 1 

LIE = 1 
M25C=1 
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1148 D01149I=1,IK 
1149 P(I)=PC<I) 

IF (LICK) 1102, 1150, 1152 
1150 IF(KOOOFX.EQ.l) LICK = 1 
1151 IF(M25C)29768,29768,11032 

29768 IF<IT-25>11032,11512,11032 
11512 KOOOFX = 1 

IT=0 
ITS=26 
GO TO 1147 

1152 VAR=0.0 
SS=0.0 
LIES = 1 
GO TO 11087 

1153 DF=N-K 
IDF=N-K 
IF(K) 1102, 21155, 21154 

21154 IF(IPR)21998,21998,21189 
21189 CONTINUE 

DO 1155 1=1,K 
CONTINUE 

1155 CONTINUE 
21998 IFCITS)13002,13004,13002 
13002 IT=ITS 
13004 CONTINUE 
21155 WVAR = VAR/DF 

SSQ = SS 
JACK = 0 
DO 21160 I = 1,IK 
IF(IM>1102,1158,1156 

1156 DO 1157 J=l,IM 
IFCI-IX(J)>1157,11591,1157 

1157 CONTINUE 
1158 JAKE = I - JACK 

J = JAKE + 1 
1159 SP(I) = SQRT(BM(JAKE,J)*WVAR> 

GO TO 21160 
11591 JACK = JACK + 1 
21160 CONTINUE 
1102 KOOOFX = 2 

IF(IHSP)22100,22108,22100 
22100 CONTINUE 
22102 FORMAT(75H0THE PROGRAM QUIT ITERATING. SINCE THE PARAMETERCS) INSIS 

IT ON CHANGING SIGNS) 
22108 RETURN 

END 
C 
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c 
SUBROUTINE R S PAK 
COMMON YUOOO), X(IOOO), M(IOOO), IX(20), PG(20), P(20), SP(20>, 

1 YC(IOOO), DY(IOOO), BM(20,21), TITLE, Z(10), Q000FL(20) 
COMMON / INDEX / N, IK, IM, IW, M, IB, ITEST, IPR, IFG 

1 , TEST, WVAR, SSQ, IDF, DET, YT, CR, CM, DOL, EX 
DIMENSION RP(20),AN(20,20) 
ITCHY = 0 
DO 198 I = 1, IK 
IF <IX(I> - I) 199, 198, 199 

198 CONTINUE 
ITCHY = 1 

199 I = -1 
CALLYPS(I) 

C 68 IF (IM) 1, 1, 2 
1 IM = 0 

C 2 CONTINUE 
C 1011 FORMAT<////23H THIS PROBLEM CONTAINS I3,14H DATA POINTS, 12, 
C 130H INDEPENDENT VARIABLE(S), AND 12,15H PARAMETER(S) (12, 
C 224H OF THEM HELD CONSTANT).// 
C 326H THE WEIGHTED VARIANCE IS 1PE14.7, 
C 456H AND THE UNWEIGHTED SUM OF SQUARES OF THE DEVIATIONS IS 1PE14.7 
C 5,1H./////) 
C CONTINUE 

JACK = 0 
DO 1164 1=1,IK 
IF(IM)1158,1158,1156 

1156 DO 1157 J=1,IM 
IF(I-IX(J)>1157,11591,1157 

1157 CONTINUE 
1158 JAKE = I - JACK 

J = JAKE + 1 
1159 CONTINUE 

GO TO 21160 
11591 JACK = JACK + 1 
21160 CONTINUE 

IF (ITCHY) 1160, 1160, 11621 
1160 IF (IM) 11621, 11621, 1161 
1161 D01162J=1,IM 

IF(I-IX(J))1162,1163,1162 
1162 CONTINUE 
11621 A = 0.0 

B = 0.0 
DO 901 JOE = 1,N 
DO 900 JUMP = 1,M 

900 Z(JUMP) = X(JOE) 
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706 CALLYPS(JQE) 
A= A+ M(JOE) * YC(JOE) * QOOOFL(I) 

901 B= B+ M(JOE) * Y(JQE) * QOOOFL(I) 
902 FORMAT(1H+1PE102.7, 1PE17.7) 

IF (ITCHY) 1164, 1164, 1163 
1163 CONTINUE 
1164 CONTINUE 
1006 F0RMAT(I4,1P5E17.7/C1PE21.7,1P4E17.7)) 
209 FORMATC9H PARTIALS 1PE14.7,1P4E17.7/UPE23.7,1P4E17.7)) 
1015 FORMATC7X,'GUESSTIMATE OF FINAL VALUE OF S.D. OF 

I EXACT LEAST SQUARES EQUATIONS', 
2/,3X,'K K-TH PARAMETER K-TH PARAMETER K-TH PARAMETER 
3 FITTED FUNCTION INPUT DATA',//) 

1016 FORMATC90H+ T 
1HIS PARAMETER MAS HELD FIXED. ) 
K=IK-IM 
IF<K)7008,7008,7000 

7000 CONTINUE 
1012 FORMAT(/////47H MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FREE PARAMETERS/) 

DO 11 1=1,K 
DO 10 J=l, K 

10 RP(J)=BM(I,J+1)/SORT(BM(1,1+1)#BM(J,J+l)) 
11 CONTINUE 

1013 F0RMATC1H0,14,14F8.3/(F12.3,13F8.3)) 
7008 CONTINUE 
1014 FORMAT(23X,'INDEPENDENT',7X,'DEPENDENT',7X,'CALCULATED', 

134X,'STD. DEV. OF',/,20X,'I',7X,'WEIGHT',11X,'VARIABLE', 
2' FUNCTION',9X,'DEVIATION',16X,'PREDICTED MEAN') 
DO 20 I = 1,N 
DO 200 J=1,M 

200 Z(J)=X(I) 
CALLYPS(I) 
A=0.0 
JACK=0 
DO 205 JUK=1,IK 
IF(IM)203,203,201 

201 DO 202 J0KE=1,IM 
IF(JUK-IX(JOKE))202,204,202 

202 CONTINUE 
203 JAKE=JUK-JACK 

AN(JAKE,1)=Q000FL(JUK) 
GO TO 205 

204 JACK=JACK+1 
205 CONTINUE 

K=IK-IM 
IF(K)7012,7012,7016 

7012 A=0. 
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GQT07020 
7016 DO 206 J=1,K 

DO 206 JJ=i,K 
206 A«=A+AN(J,1>*AN(JJ,1)*BM(J,JJ+1) 

A=SQRT(A*UVAR) 
7020 J=1 

IF(M-2>300,312,312 
300 CONTINUE 
1020 F0RMAT(1H0I5,1PE17.7, 1PE18.7, 1P3E17.7, 1PE27.7) 

GO TO 2070 
312 CONTINUE 
302 F0RMAT(1H0I5,1PE17.7, 13, 1PE15.7, 1P3E17.7, 1PE27.7) 

2072 DO 207 J = 2,M 
207 CONTINUE 
1021 FORMAT (126, 1PE15.7) 
2070 IF (ITCHY) 20, 20, 208 
208 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

C 

C 
SUBROUTINE LSS (N,M,I,A,B,D,DET) 
DIMENSION A(I,N),B(I,N),D(N> 
DOUBLE PRECISION S1,S2 
CHARACTER COM1*48, C0M2*48, C0M3*48 
DATA C0M1 /'LSS NEAR SINGULAR SYSTEM. CALCULATION CONTINUED.'/ 
DATA COM2 /'LSS SINGULAR SYSTEM. NO RESULT. INPUT DESTROYED.'/ 
DATA COM3 /'LSS N IS ZERO. NO INPUT DATA HAS BEEN DESTROYED.'/ 
NN = N 
IF(NN.EQ.O) GO TO 20 
MM = M 
X = 0. 
DO 1 J = 1, NN 
DO 1 K = 1,NN 
T = ABS(A(K,J)> 
IF(T.GT.X) X = T 

1 CONTINUE 
IF (X.EQ.O.) GO TO 19 
IF (X.GT.l.E-15) GO TO 2 
PRINT 200, C0M1 

200 FORMAT(// IX, A48, //) 
2 SN = 1. 
DO 14 J =1,NN 
L = J - 1 
IF (J.EQ.NN) GO TO 11 



T = ABSCACJ,J)) 
Ml = J 
M2 = J + 1 
DD 3 K = M2,NN 
X = ABS(A(M2,J)) 
IF (X.LE.T) QO TO 3 
T = X 
Ml = K 

3 CONTINUE 
IF (Ml.EQ.J) GO TO 6 
DO 4 K = 1,NN 
T = A(JrK) 
A(J,K) = A(M1,K> 

4 A(MlfK) » T 
DO 5 K = 1, MM 
T =B(J,K) 
B(J,K) = BCM1,K) 

5 B<M1,K) = T 
SN = -SN 

6 IF <ACJ,J).EQ.O.) GO TO 19 
DO 10 K = M2,NN 
51 = 0. 
52 = 0. 
IF (L.EQ.O) GO TO 8 
DO 7 M3 =1,L 

7 SI = SI + A(J,M3)*A(M3,K) 
8 A(J,K) = CA(J,K) - Sl)/A(JfJ) 

DO 9 M3 = 1,J 
9 S2 = S2 + A(KfM3)*A(M3,M2) 
10 A(K,M2) = A(K,M2) - S2 
11 DO 13 K = 1,MM 

si = 0. 
IF (L.EQ.O) GO TO 13 
DO 12 M3 = 1, L 

12 SI = SI + A(JfM3)*B(M3,K) 
13 B(J,K) = (B(J,K) - S1)/A(J,J) 
14 CONTINUE 

DET = A(1,1)*SN 
DO15 J = 2,NN 

15 DET = DET*A(JfJ) 
IF (DET.EQ.O.) GO TO 19 
IF (MM.EQ.O) GO TO 21 
M3 = NN-1 
DO IS J = 1, MM 
DO 17 L = 1,M3 
Ml = NN - L 
SI = 0. 
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M2 = Ml + 1 
DO 16 K = M2,NN 

16 SI = SI + A<M1,K)*B(K,J> 
17 B<M1,J> = B<M1,J) - SI 
18 CONTINUE 

GO TO 21 
19 PRINT 200, COM2 

GO TO 21 
20 PRINT 200, COM3 
21 RETURN 

END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE YPS(I) 
COMMON YC1000), XC1000), WUOOO), IXC20), PG(20), PC20), SP(20>, 

1 YC(IOOO), DY(IOOO), BM(20,21), TITLEC80), Z(10), PART(20) 
COMMON / INDEX / N, IK, IM, IW, M, IB, ITEST, IPR, IFG 

1 , TEST, WVAR, SSQ, IDF, DET, YT, CR, CW, DOL, EX 
3 YT = 0.0 

C 
C THE FOLLOWING PORTION OF SUBROUNTINE YPS IS SUPPLIED 
C BY THE USER. "YT" IS THE FUNCTION TO BE FITTED. Z(I) 
C IS THE I TH INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. P(I) IS THE I TH 
C PARAMETER TO BE DETERMINED BY LASL. PART(I) IS THE 
C PARTIAL DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO THE I TH PARAMETER. 
C 

T=Z(1) 
A=P(1) 
G=P(2) 
SI=P(3) 
c=pc4) 
Q=-G*A*T 
E=EXP(Q) 
TT=(G+1)**2 - (G-l)**2 *E 
S=<6+1)+<G-1)*E 
IF (TT/4/G.GT.0) GOTO 34 
IF (TT/4/G.EQ.0) GOTO 4 
PRINT *,'LOG OF NEG NUM' 
PO=EXP(-SI*<(G-l)*A*T+2*L0G(ABS(TT/4/G)))) 
GOTO 35 

34 P0=EXPC-SI*(CG-l)*A*T+2*L0G<TT/4/G))) 
35 U= 4*C*P0 

V=1/TT**2 
R=S**2 + 2*G*G*E/SI 
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